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Olivares Performs A Conversation About Diversity
Improv Bio-Dance
MELISSA KOTULSKI

NEWS WRITER

Just over 1,400 Trinity
College students, faculty, and
staff convened in four on-campus
locations Sept. 16 to watch a film
that was recorded last semester
and to have subsequent dialogues
about the content of the documentary.
Calling the whole process
Pride and Prejudice Day, both
the film and the discussions
focused on diversity on campus.
The documentary
depicted
footage from an emotionally
charged meeting of a smaller
scale of the Trinity community at
the Umoja House on April 30..
After viewing the film each
attendee broke off into what was
scheduled to be groups of 20 to
discuss the film's central issues of
racism, sexism, homophobia, and
religious discrimination. The day
ended with a celebratory dessert
reception in Mather.

ABI MOLDOV6R

Tony Olivares performs Bio-Dance in Studio 47.
KEVIN K E A T I N G
ARTS WRITER
"All of us are travelers.
We're all part of the Odyssey."
These were the words spoken by
Nicaraguan-born performer Tony
Olivares
following
his
Wednesday night performance as
part of the Studio 47 Dance Series
presented by the Theater and
Dance department in the Seabury
Studio.
His performance, Bio-Dance,
is an improvisational piece that
explores the issues of "leaving"
and "leaving behind." Filled with
wonderful images and moments
of coincidental magic, the piece is
on the whole well-crafted, but the
artist's intentions would be better
served by further developing the
specificity of the movement
employed, taking it from loosely
connected
movements and
images to something with true
focus.
This is not to say that the
piece was not well done, or that it
was not enjoyable—indeed it was
both—as are nearly all of the
wonderful performances that take

INSIDE

place as a pan of the Studio 47
series, Olivares' strength of
Borden Painter, discussing the
movement was compelling, and
his physical structure lent well to opportunity that students have to
the type of movement he use the college as real practice for
employed, all the while creating a
commanding stage presence. His
maneuvers within the framework
of the set— which included two
hanging windows in opposite
sides of the space, and two chairs
upstage—were all unique and fitting, and his comfort utilizing
these spatial elements was quite
evident. However, interaction
with each particular element often
became too lengthy as to allow a
greater range of movements,
something that could be helped
- by more specificity. He also
repeated slight variations on certain moves almost to exhaustion.
Beginning the performance in
a black suit, and pulling behind
him a suitcase automatically
clued in the audience as to the
theme of travel that permeated the
piece. Olivares sat down on a
chair, and began to look through a
large stack of paper that we later
see BIO-DANCE on page 16

'A Nice Chang(
STEFANIE LOPEZ-BOY

Read opposing student reactions to Diversity Day in
Opinions on page three.

College students are not usually the most religiously fervent
people, so the role of a college
chaplain is difficult to define,
according to Trinity's new chaplain, Daniel Heischman.
"College is a time of great
questioning, and oftentimes great
intellectual
and emotional
upheaval," he said. Father
Heischman hopes that as the new
chaplain he can help individual
students along their particular
religious journeys even though
they may not have a certain goal
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ness that occurs on Trinity's campus as a resutt of these "isms."
One related "ism," mentioned in •
Sheree Adams' group by her
facilitator, John Mertens is "lookism," judging people by the way
they dress. Adams, a FilipinoAmerican member of AASA,
stated that she hopes this event
will promote change.
Throughout the 2002-2003
school year, overt instances of
discriminatory racism, religious,
and homophobia heightened the
discussion on campus concerning
these issues. The final event that
pushed most students of color,
from all gradations of white and
black, was the alleged beating of
a black shuttle bus driver by a
white student, who shouted racial
slurs while committing this act.
"Before this, people never wanted
to talk to me about issues of
race," said Charae Warner,
Secretary, of Imani, a club promoting Black culture on campus,
"They would tell me not to complain about [the situation],
because [the problem] was not
only at Trinity."
The beating was the final discriminatory trigger setting off a
series of events that led up to the
filmed meeting at Umoja House,
an informal convention of faculty,
see DIVERSITY on page 7

JONATHAN CHESNGY

Pride and Prejudice Day brings students and faculty together to discuss diversity.

See Features page twelve for
an inside look of Father Ray's
farewell to Trinity.

Look for a review of Cleo's
Open Mic Night in Arts on
page sixteen.

Assistant
Professor
of
History Luis Figueroa, who was
unavailable for comment, and
Magee Mcllvaine produced the
film depicting the event on April
30, 2003. The film began wilh

making the outside world a better
place because the campus is
"more diverse and real than communities most of us live in."
When asked in a post-event
interview of his outlook of
Dialogue Day, President Painter
stated there are two dimensions to
this day, "how to build a better
community and the way in which
our experiences here can prepare
us for that wider world that students are going off into." For the
later dimension, he clarified his
statement during the opening of
the film, "there's a richer mix of
people in this campus than in
many of our communities from
which we come. That's what the
world is all about today. There's
a wonderful opportunity for real
life experience."
Groups met in both the morning and the afternoon, and were
led by a faculty facilitator and
student co-facilitator. There were
20 students assigned to each
group.
The dialogues themselves
dealt with real life experience
ranging from shopping, dressing,
parties, violence on and off campus, and stereotypes of frals antl
;
'Sof6rities and cultural houses-.
The central trends of much of
these topics were classism and
racism in addition to the cliquish-

FEATURES WRITER

in mind about where they are
going. The journey through faith
takes such a variety of expressions that Heischman believes his
role as chaplain should be to support students, whatever their spiritual beliefs.
Formerly the headmaster of
St. Alban's Upper School, a private high school in Washington,
D.C., Heischman called his move
to Trinity "a nice change, just the
independence of college life and
how that affects how life is on
campus, You can go days and
weeks without seeing people you
know. 1 am enjoying the challenge of working in a little bit

more ambiguous situation."
Father Heischman decided to
become a minister'as a senior at
the College of Wooster in Ohio.
Like Trinity, Wooster is also a
small liberal arts college. During
his senior year, Father Heischman
was a resident assistant, which
allowed him to discover his interest in working with people.
"1 had every intention of
going on and doing Ph.D. work in
religion or philosophy. I wanted
to combine my interests in religion
with
working
with
people. There was no thundering
voice [from above.]"
After college, Heischman

went to study theology at
Cambridge
University
in
England. He finished his studies at Yale Divinity School and
started his career as a minister at
a parish in New Jersey, but quickly moved to Trinity School in
Manhattan, where he was a chaplain for several years. This was
his first "indirect contact" with
Trinity College, since many
students from trfe Trinity School
matriculate here at the College.
Raised a Methodist in Ohio,
Heischman recalls his adolescent
years in the 1960s when the
Church seemed irrelevant and
see HEISCHMAN on page 14
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Cornell West Challenges Our Generation
To The Editor,

accept a very Euro-centric historical acceptance while minimally
understanding or touching upon
other great human civilizations.
This adds yet another challenge to
our generation and I hope we can
achieve it sooner than later.
Like the introductory drum
play in a musical session, the
event set the tone of new institutional direction. As of last April,
after the faculty and student gathering at the Umoja House, we see
a larger concern and responsibility undertaken by both faculty and
administration to help this school
truly become a community. Sept
4 initiated an attempt to address
Trinity's life and environment.
September 16 adds to this
endeavor and I truly respect the
idea because it attempts to
respond to important student concerns. More than anything,
attending this Tuesday said that
we as fellow students want to listen to our colleagues. We want to
face a reality that the larger
American society faces, but gets
hidden very well by media, the
individualistic mentality, false
threats of invasion, and historical,
social, and cultural ignorance.
As we continue with this
school year and this initiative it is
important that we remember not
to stop the process at awareness.
We must go beyond awareness
and understanding. We must act
to shape and mold this campus
into something even better. For
far too long we have underestimated the level of accomplishment the I can gain by working
with and for the We.

As Cornell West began
addressing Trinity College on
Sept 4, my good friend Amanda
Goodrum, who sat next to me,
turns and says, "Full circle." I
Alexander W. A. Gordon '05
Edna D. Guerrasio '05
looked at her a bit confused as I
MANAGING EDITOR
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
was concentrating on what was
happening on the stage. As she
began to explain her remark, I
realized what she meant. During
OPINIONS EDITORS
NEWS EDITORS
our freshman year, Dr. West gave
JoeStramondo '04 Peter Seals '05
Eileen Ffynn '05 Rebecca Fowler '05
his first talk to the school.
Full circle indeed - and what
ARTS EDITORS
a rewarding experience to be in
FEATURES EDITORS
Greg Polin '05 Bailey Triggs '05
the presence of this great humanJennifer Dunn '05 Eliza Sayward '05
ist twice so far. I regard him as a
humanist because his studies, litANNOUNCEMENTS EDITORS
SPORTS EDITOR
erary works, and speeches all
Daniel
Scollan
'05
Lindsay
North
'06
William Yang '06
project his deep concern and love
for all of humanity. His speech on
ONLINE EDITORS
PHOTO EDITOR
Sept 4 was no different. It will
Matt Barison '04 Jim Nadzieja '04
Jonathan Chesney '05
remain in my mind for years to
come.
BUSINESS MANAGER
From my reflection, Dr.
Lydia Potter '05
West's prominent
message
expressed a need to understand
the purpose of existing as
SENIOR EDITOR
humans, and an importance in
Libby Sucher-Jacobson '04
becoming more aware of how
humans contribute and impair to
what should be our fundamental
Actions Speak Louder- than Words...
goal: spiritual growth.
When I first heard about "Pride and Prejudice Day" and the diversity discussions that were
As a means of achieving the
above and other greater life fulgoing to be held on campus, I was pleased by the opportunity to voice my own opinion and to listen
filling experiences, Dr. West sugto what others had to say, but I was more excited by the fact that the administration had crawled out
gests living a Socratic and active
from its cave and decided to take action on one of the most important issues facing campus. I thought
life. This sends out a great chalthat the administration had finally decided it was time, or at least was provoked enough by the Princeton lenge to all of us, but especially,
Review rankings, to take action against one of the most pressing problems on campus. The cancella- as some may remember, our gention of classes told me and many other members of the College that diversity discussions were impor- eration. We're no different than
tant enough to halt our academic schedules for one day and to put our opinions as individuals and as generations before us who have
carried on with the successes of
part of this community on the table. That idea of importance and urgency was dismissed with the
humanity and improved on the
deletion of a Trinity Day and the non-mandatory sticker that soon attached itself to the Pride and
mistakes.
Prejudice-Day activities!
A dilemma within this
Sincerely,
Not wanting to sound like a shallow college student who is only concerned with the number
American society, however, is
of "days she does not have to be in class, I truly think that the administration sent the campus a horthat we have taken to learn
Alain Lopez '04
rehdousVy mixed message ^ridtiSK&d Afe:stahce;6nittee'iiffiues>%f:aH*<SSi
scheduled study days before the midterm period. I am glad that the administration is willing to propose that diversity issues on campus are important enough to merit a day of canceled classes, but it
does not say much when their actions do not follow the same idea, I thought that the administration
was taking a bold step in the fight against ignorance and prejudice for other NESCAC schools to follow; however, I do not know how likely it is that other institutions will follow such a poor display of
conviction and fervor.
Yale, betraying a legacy of conI believe that racism and prejudice are prevalent issues on campus that need to be addressed,
SEAN HOJNACK1
tracts unfavorable to workers.
but not in a manner that will cause a last minute repeal of thought and unreasonable subsequent
OPINIONS WRITER
Given the number of people
actions. Many students come into the school year having their plans for the semester already laid out.
merely on strike, the rally was
Hope Roth awoke haggardly
Although Trinity Days is supposed to be a period of free time when students are to remain on cam- after Welcome Back Party 2003
sure to swell well beyond 4,000.
pus to prepare for midterms, many students chose to spend time with their families and study at home. to find her cat poignant and ail- With the help of AFL-CIO
I do not think it is fair for the College to revoke this day in pursuit of claiming another's significance. ing. This did not bode well for our money, LaborFEST 2003 (my
title) erupted on the New Haven
intrepid squad speeding to Yale,
If the administration really felt that Diversity Discussions were significant enough to cancel classes,
Green, encircled by dozens of
eight
in
two
cars.
Yes,
we
headed
then they would have thought the idea through the first time and not scheduled Pride and Prejudice
to Yale. Not to admire its resplen- busses that had carried unions
Day on a Tuesday.
from as far as Pennsylvania and
dent ivy, but to decry its historiVirginia. Perhaps they were lured
Another issue that arose as Pride and Prejudice Day approached was the mandatory clause
cally abhorrent history of labor
by the 1,000 pizza pies and severthat somehow got lost in the shuffle. When the ideas of the diversity discussions were first presented
relations with the employees who
al gross of Krispy Kremes.
do
the
dirty
work
of
the
college
to
to the community, students were told that the day's events were strictly mandatory. Anyone who did
Indeed, the AFL-CIO identified
keep
it
running.
On
Aug
27,4,000
not attend would be punished either through a marked absence from class or through suspension of
the day as an opportunity for a
clerical, food service, mainteplaying time on sports teams. However, as the month drew near to the 16th, the story began to
veritable political event, and they
nance, research and registrar
change. Professors were no longer telling their students that the discussion sessions were mandatory
capitalized on it. Approximately
workers walked off their jobs for
7-10,000 flocked to New Haven,
and students were beginning to learn that there was a good chance the penalties that had been forced
the second time this year.
although NHPD chose to issue
upon diem before, would not hold water. As a result, most of the discussion groups had seats to spare.
The most recent walkout
I learned a lot on Sept. 16 from the video I watched and the discussion that was held after- marks the ninth in 35 years for
see YALE on page 4
wards. I think the College, despite its mixed messages and poorly planned effort, took a step in the
right direction; however, I think a lot more students would have been able to come away with the same
L (0> W /; T A: IL, « - - ;..•;,.,
experience had the administration fully supported the significance of the discussions through thought
Bet
you
couldn't
have
guessed it, but PT is mad. PT wants to
and action. When I was young my mother always used to say, "Actions speak louder than words;"
know
how
PT's
week
long
"Midsession" has been cut down to
well, I hope the administration listens on Tuesday, Oct. 7, when I am not in class.
one day. PT wants to know why diversity has been deemed more
important than the grades PT gets on PTs exams. Good to know
The Trinity Tripod is published every Monday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
the faculty has got my back.
College in Hartford, Connecticut
A good start to the "Diversity
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Dialogue," and it gave PT more to put
Address all correspondences to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
Dialogue Day
Ai into
the Opinions
section.
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Unfortanately, it involved getting up
Visit our website at www.trinitytripod.com
before 10 a.m.
Subscribe to the Tripod: $20 for 11 issues (1 semester), $35 for 22 issues (1 year).
Bditor-Ih-Chicf
Business Office
PT was confused by the funny sunny
(860) 297-2583
(860) 297-2584
Hurricane Isabel
^jf misting weather. And wishes Trinity
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be receivedfay5 p.m. on the Friday before publication. Letters should
was evacuated ... to the Bahamas.
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published.
However, names will be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by
the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will
Llamas
A A At the Durham Fair this weekend?
be given a forum.
All letters arc sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity or brevity.
Fire Inspections
A* Not so sweet.
Letters may be submitted via:
Campus Mail Box 7025S2
E-Mail.- tripod@mail.tnncoil.edu

.eflecaons on
Yale Labor Strike
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Racist Arguments are Grounded in Ignorance
Racial Classifications Have Social but No Scientific Basis, Debunking All Opinions that Hinge on Race
ALEX HENRY
OPINIONS

WRITER

In his recent Tripod articles,
"The Hypocrisy of Attempting to
Suppress Racism" and "Diversity
Day is Inefficient Use of College
Time," Nate Baker makes an
argument so crowded with error
it's almost intimidating to critique.
There is, however, a single
erroneous supposition at the core
of his claims. To quote Baker,
"But the fact of the mattef is that
anti-racism — no matter how
prevalent or supported by our
society — is ultimately only an
opinion, neither more right nor
wrong
than
racism"(
Hypocrisy...). Racists believe
that essential human qualities can

there is a difference between generally benign ignorant beliefs and
dangerous ignorant beliefs, and
racism belongs to the latter.
Third, racism, being a dangerous
ignorant belief, must not merely
be "suppressed" on our campus,
but rather dealt with as the debilitating illness it is — treated and
inoculated against by exposure to
the essential qualities of a diverse
array of individuals.
In all of this, I'd like to
emphasize my deep indebtedness
to Stuart Hall and his lecture at
Goldsmith College . In that
speech he outlined his concept of
race as a floating signifier, incorporating quotes from W.E.B.
DuBois, some of which I will use
here.
The essential qualities of a

Nate Baker makes an argument so
crowded with error it's almost intimidating to critique.
be inferred from a person's
appearance. The negation of this
belief is that such inference of
essential characteristics from
superficial physical details is
impossible. Though both the
belief and its negation are indeed
opinions, the claims they make
depend on fact, and being thus
dependent can in the end be
declared to be either true or false.
Baker's defense of racism is
groundless and untenable. First,
the question of racial equality is
not arbitrary, but rather a matter
of'demonstrable fact that in the

human being can not be divined
or even outlined from superficial
traits.
One might say there is a distinction between the two denials,narnely that the latter is a matter
of scientific fact while the former
is just a peculiar belief of mine,
completely arbitrary and unverifiable.
This is not the case. The
claim, "Whites are superior to
blacks," is really three claims.
First, that the classifications
''White" and "Black" correspond
to fixed biological criteria, true in

cud pioscs racist beliefs 10 be

any context.

logically indefensible.

criteria

Second,

Second, that these

demonstrate

essential differences between
whites and blacks. Third, that
these differences prove whites to
be innately superior. These three
claims are no less dependent on
factual justification than the

Religion, anthropology and
science have all been utilized to,
as Hall puts it, make nature correspond to culture, to squeeze out
of nature testimony in support of
the current order. The history of

The essential qualities of a human
being can not be divined or even outlined from superficial traits...
ancient claim, "The earth is flat."
Baker is munificent enough to
furnish us with what he sees as an
example of acceptable justification for racist beliefs, "If black
people weren't inferior, then the
imperialistic white colonists
wouldn't have been able to subjugate their continent."
How absurd. Extrapolating
from this point, one could divine
an intricate hierarchy of racial
superiority. The light-skinned
Europeans who subjugated darkskinned Africans were at one
point in their history subjugated
by olive-skinned Romans.
The Romans in turn were
subjugated by barbarians of various origins and skin tones. In
other words, according to this
delightful world view, any shade
of people who conquers any other
can then be proclaimed intrinsically superior.
Justifications of racism generally attempt to extirpate race
from history, from culture, from
social context, and replant it in
sterile hierarchies, classifications
and test tubes, sheltered from the
ever-changing world
Baker's

inherent

the failure of racists to justify
their beliefs might be described as
the history of their inability to
answer a single question: "What
is race?"
Every attempt to define racial
classifications using biological,
physiological, and genetic data
has been soundly discredited.
People are simply too diverse and
unique to fit within any overarching framework, let alone one
dependent on such superficial
traits.
Therefore, as Hall points out
in his lecture, a socio-hislorical
definition of race must be substituted for the scientific. He quotes

one long memory of disaster."
Color, he argues, though
meaning little in itself, is important "as a BADGE for the social
heritage of slavery, the dissemination and the insult of that experience." This leads Hall to his
definition of race as a "floating
signifier," that is. It, in itself, does
not have any fixed biological significance, but rather is endowed
with meaning by its context.
In South America, for example, a drop of white blood defines
you as white; in the US a drop of
black blood defines you as black.
If race did in fact have a fixed
biological significance, on a
flight from New York to Rio,
Derek Jeter would undergo metamorphosis somewhere over the
Caribbean.
To speak of blacks - in
America is not to speak about a
group of people sharing traits of,
as DuBois puts it, "color, hair,
and bone," but rather to speak of
people who have shared, by
virtue of their skin tones falling
within a certain range, the burden
of being treated as less than
human for hundreds of years.
When we speak of the expe-

... [Race] does not have anyfixedbiological significance, but rather is
endowed with meaning by its context.
DuBois' essay "Dusk of Dawn,"
in which the great, scholar contends that Africans and people of
African descent have a common
racial ancestry because "they
have common history, have suf>. fered a common disaster and have

rience of a specific race at our
school or in our country, we speak
of people who share superficial
traits and analogous experiences.
This has caused their having been
labeled and treated as intrinsicall y RACISM on page 4

Campus Safety is Not Fulfilling its Obligations
Trinity Security Slow to Respond to Calls, but Quick to Issue Parking Tickets and Speed Down Vernon St.
JAMES STEVENS
OPINIONS

WRITER

I'm wailing for a Campus
Safety vehicle to run someone
over. I mean, wouldn't that be
something? The Impala's engine
roaring as it flies down Vernon
Street, probably rushing to give
someone a parking ticket, as little
Jimmy, a first-year student from
North walks into the street to get
some
delicious
Breto's

responsibly they should no longer
have cars (maybe that's what happened to the one bike guy who,
like Sisyphus, is cursed to spend
his entire career riding his bike up
and down Vernon street, telling
one student after another to pour
that drink out).
Sure, 1 might be a little angry
about the time last fall when
Campus Safety towed my car out
of the North parking lot, then
admitted they shouldn't have but

It seems to me that if Campus Safety
officers cannot drive responsibly they
should no longer have cars ...
Mozzarella sticks.
What happens next hurts me
even to think about, mozzarella
sticks scatter across the floor as
little Jimmy goes over the
Impala's hood. That's a good
seven bucks wasted and the mozzarella sticks are RUINED.
If you spend any time on
Vernon these days you've probably noticed the fact that Campus
Safety officers aren't obeying the
speed limit.. Going over the
bumps on Vernon at 35 certainly
can't be good for the cars and the
often blatant disregard for the
stop signs could land the Campus
Safety officers on the wrong side
of that parking ticket computer
we've all come to dread (I hear
the standard ticket is $100 this
year instead of $25 like last year.
I guess the budget cuts have hit
everyone hard).
It seems to me that if Campus
Safety officers cannot drive

never paid me the $75 it took to
get my car out of the impound
(they should compensate me for
the psychological damage caused
by the huge dogs and the sense
that Friendly's lot is a prison one
may never escape from, as well).
Of course, I could also be upset
about the time I got ticketed for
parking in a Handicapped spot a
full fourteen hours after I allegedly parked in said handicapped
spot.
I want to meet the Campus
Safety officer who hunted my car
down and gave me that ticket,
because that's dedication that
needs to be transferred to the rest
of what Campus Safety does.
That rnay sound bitter, but I'm
being serious.
Lasl year, during senior
week, a group of people were
breaking furniture outside of my
window. After letting this go on
for about'30 seconds, I decided to

be a good citizen and call Campus
Safety. I said to the dispatcher,
"People are breaking crap outside
of North and if you don't come
soon f think something bad will
go down, like me not being able
to sleep for about 15 more minutes."
So, I get off the phone with
the dispatcher who promises me
someone will be right over.
About a minute later I hear a huge
crash and realize someone has
just thrown something .through
the window right beneath me. At
this point, I sit back and think
about the reward I'll receive
when Campus Safety arrives on
the scene and apprehends the vandals. Of course, this was wishful
thinking.
Eventually, I fall asleep and,
at about 4 a.m. I wake up to the
squawking of a radio. I perk up
and look outside my window to
see an officer who, is basically
reporting that a window has been
broken three hours after I called
Campus Safety. I think, if they'd
told the guy who ticketed me to
get over there, he would've been
there before I had made the phone
call.
I guess all of the other
Campus Safety people were busy

CAMPUS

your way through my awkward,
repetitive sentence structures and
my often blatant disregard for
Trinity College's parking rules
then I hope you can also understand the message I'm trying to

... I hear a huge crash and realize
someone has just thrown something
through the window right beneath me.
making sure African-American
and Hispanic Trinity students had
their I.D.'s on them.
Mr. Morris, if you can find

get across.
It's not that the student body
doesn't love Campus Safety for
harassing it about open container

violations and smoking pot
(although, the word on the street
is that you guys are just kicking
the violation right to the Hartford
PD), it's that we would like it if
you responded quickly to our distress calls and obeyed the speed
limits and stop signs that you've
posted.
And, if, through some stroke
of fate, you happen to see me
driving a silver Audi, I want to
make it very clear that it is Dean
Card's and I am most most likely
taking it to get washed. I think
we all know that Dean Card
would be very angry if you ticketed his car.

"it
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Injustice at Yale People Distrust Democracy
continued from page 2
the most conservative estimate of
all at 5,000.
The New York Times chose to
accuse the AFL-CIO of sensationalizing the sour labor relations at
Yale to rally political support and
media attention towards organized labor with an election fast
approaching. Yet the situation at
Yale needs no sensationalizing.
Simply put, the University boasts
an endowment hovering near $12
billion; the gross national product
of Mozambique is $3.9 billion; 18
million
people . live in
Mozambique. As some critical of
Yale have noted, they are not
fledgling company choosing
between low worker wages and
bankruptcy. In fact, they are a

Retirement" shirt in rhythm to the
Village People's timeless classic
"YMCA" blasting from a ten foot
speaker bank in a New England
Teamsters Joint Council semitractor trailer.
But you may ask, having
fully envisioned this merrymaking, why I, a non-union student at
a small upper-class Northeastern
liberal arts college would attend
such an event. In fact, many
cushy middle class looking-forsomething-to-protest-wishing-itwas-the-'60s-again college students came from a broad crosssection of schools in New
England and elsewhere.
But this should be hardly surprising: an action focused on the
very people that keep the cogs of

... The University boasts an endowment hovering near $12 billion; the
[GNPJ of Mozambique is $3.9 billion ...
super wealthy beacon of opulence
and influence.
Still, those that flocked to the
rally were upbeat about their situation, choosing to affirm and
empower themselves in hope of a
political and economic influence.
The master of ceremonies vaguely resembled Funkmaster Flex in
pose and shout alike, interspersing speeches with music, keeping
the crowd lively. AFL-CIO
President John Sweeny took the
microphone and pointed out to
the crowd that Yale University
could not hide behind the ivy.
Posters proclaimed the reasons v/hyitv-e&sy-to-understand
terms: Yale President Dick
Levin's monthly pension check
$42,000, average Yale worker's
monthly pension check $621. Or
the case of the unidentified
woman who had worked for Yale
19 Jong years only to retire at 65
with an $8,328 annual pension.
The mass knew the injustice
they were there to squash. As the
multitude funneled out the corner
of the park, constituting a sevenblock long march through the
streets of midday New Haven,
some danced their cares away
while waiting to join the collective swagger. One portly woman
showed her youthful exuberance,
arms brandishing from beneath
her "Fighting for a Secure

higher education spinning will
draw socially minded college students those that process our
add/drop forms, grill our cheesesteaks, and recycle our Keystone
cans are precisely the people that
allow me to climb into the ivory
tower of education and hopefully
emerge with a critical mind and
rigorous values. Indeed, our
Nalgene bottles dangling from
Jansports and flipflops thwapping
at our heels, the union members
were glad to see that faces they
serve on a day to day basis recognize and support their cause as
well. In the .'Ol-'O2 academic
year, a group formerly known as
VOID collaborated with members of campus cultural organizations to noisily and actively support Chartwells workers and their
union in negotiating a fair contract.
A veteran of that fight, the
intrepid Mark Witt took it upon
himself to extricate the eight of us
from a huge pack of college students preparing to march.
Working upon the theory that the
guy with dreadlocks can do anything he wants, Witt sidled up to
the group in front, the red shirted
soldiers from the Union of
Needletrades, Industrial and
Textile
Employees,
and
ensconced us amongst hundreds
see UNION on page 6

J O E STRAMONDO
OPINIONS EDITOR

tem of government, but it should
not hold absolute power over this
issue. Even defenders of the status quo should be upset by this
reality. After all, who is to say
that the next Supreme Court
appointment won't put them in a
situation where they are powerless over this issue?
Thirty years after a court
decision was made based on hazy
logic and a very loose interpretation of the Constitution, it is time
that the American people decide
for themselves about abortion.
It is time to amend the
Constitution, making it speak

Virtually everyone I know
has an opinion about abortion.
It's rare to find a political topic
that will evoke such intense emotion in such a wide variety of people. Foreign policy, healthcare,
the economy, and the environment all take a back seat to abortion in the mind of your every day
American.
Sure, some individuals feel
very strongly about these other
issues, but the range of people
who are familiar with and have
talked about the abortion puzzle
is astounding.
Even more
astounding is that all of these people have allowed the issue to be
dominated by nine Supreme
Court judges. Since when do we
live in an oligarchy? Have the
American people completely lost
their faith in the democratic
process?
This issue was recently
brought back to the forefront of
my consciousness by a New York
Times article titled "Senate
Makes a Curb on Abortion
Likely" reporting the unanimous
vote of the U.S. Senate to send
the Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act
to conference with the House of
Representatives. This Sept 18
article was followed up by an
unsigned Sept 19 op-ed, "A
Deceptive Abortion Ban."
The Times opinion article
complains, "This will be a substantial blow against women's
1
reproductive freedom, a clear
contradiction of Roe v. Wade, the
1973 decision legalizing abortion.
That is why the Supreme Court
directly to this issue. If we are to
struck down a very similar law in be true to the ideals this nation
Nebraska just tnree'S'earsj'agtfrWe " \n/as founded upon* ttiefe imist be
can only hope this law will also
an abortion amendment proposed
be successfully challenged,"
jn the very near future.
Regardless of your opinion about
I am not talking exclusively
abortion in general, or this specifabout an amendment banning
ic ban in particular, it is troubling
abortion. Both sides of the arguto note how much distrust the ment need to take a risk. Either
American public shows for the we must create an explicit right of
democratic process. I firmly
women to reproductive choice believe that the founding fathers
allowing them the fullest equality
of this nation would be distraught
possible - or we must grant the
to see a handful of people with litstatus of person to a fetus, thus
tle accountability making deci- granting all the legal protection
sions about the most divisive
that comes with that status.
issue our country has faced since
Certainly, there may be a way to
slavery. The great experiment
grudgingly draw a compromise
they began seems to have come to
between the two polar opposites,
a grinding halt.
and the possibility of a moderate
amendment must also be enterCertainly, the Supreme Court
tained. The most important thing
is an important check in our sys-

is that the decision is made for the
people, by the people.
If such an amendment were
proposed, it would be important
that an educated public be voting
on this life or death question. An
all out intellectual and rhetorical
war could and should be waged
over abortion. Both sides should
assault the public's opinion with
ideas and arguments. Every
nuance should be explored in
print, over the airwaves, and in
cyberspace.
When I mention this idea to
friends - both pro-life and prochoice, the most common reac-

SUPREME
c
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tion I get is disparaging remarks
about their ideological opponents,
the* H'm^imWm
kidding me? There are a lot of
Bible beating rednecks running
around south of the Mason Dixon
line" or "That's a horrible idea.
You would let the femi-nazis take
away all hope of overturning
Roe?"
My response is the same to
both objections. Our nation was
not based on the fear of ideological defeat or compromise. It is
based on hope. Hope in the idea
that every person has the capacity
to make reasonable, moral judgements. Hope in the democratic
process as the best system of government. Take the same risk the
Founding Fathers did. Believe
that democracy can work.

Racism is Both Illogical and Hurtful to Trinity
continued from page 3
ly similar, when they are not.
This is not to deny the
uniqueness of specific cultures,
nor is it to deny the great variety
of physical appearances in earth's
6.4 billion inhabitants, nor is it to
say there's anything necessarily
wrong with having race figure
prominently and positively in
one's concept of identity.
But it is to say that systems
and concepts of race, being
devoid of indisputable classifying
criteria, have meaning, as Hall
argues in his lecture, "not because
•of what they contain in their
• essence, but in the shifting relations of difference which they
establish with other concepts and
ideas in a signifying field."
Racist beliefs are logically
untenable because all claims of
superiority and inferiority depend
on the existence of scientifically
fixed racial
classifications.
Recall the three necessary claims
contained in "Whites are superior
lo blacks." If whiteness and
blackness do not correspond to
fixed biological criteria, true in
any context, then the first claim is

negated. Without the first claim,
the second and third are meaningless.
It is entirely possible that
Baker's response at this point
might be to say that just because
racism is illogical doesn't mean
there's anything wrong with
being racist.
Yet indeed, the problem with
racism at Trinity is not simply

Though proponents of this
belief might, for example, avoid
Semester at Sea, there's no reason
to expect their beliefs to predict
behavior emotionally or physically harmful to members of our
community.
An example of a dangerous
ignorant belief, on the other hand,
would be "Women do not have
tjie right to decline sexual

it.

To promote equality is to promote the radical notion that people should be judged "not by the
color of their skin, but by the content of their character," to quote a
well-known doctor in this field.
Exposure to the world's1 many
cultures is truly enriching only
when we regard others as equal to
ourselves.
Here I can see Baker arguing
that racism, being a point of view
opposite that of equality's propo... all claims of superiority and inferinents, offers the same potential
ority depend on the existence of scientif. for enrichment as a new culture.
Yet we would not permit people
ically fixed racial classifications.
to engage in cultural' practices at
Trinity that could cause significant emotional or physical harm
to members of our community.
advances."
that it exists in various forms in
There is a line.
Now this belief in itself,
the minds of various students, but
being just a belief and thus
also that it predicts racist actions
Baker argues racist beliefs are
restricted to the mind, would not
that are deeply hurtful and offen"simply another learning opporput anyone on our campus at risk
sive to members of our communitunity for Trinity students."
simply by existing. If, however,
ty.
Certainly the experience of
we were experiencing a high inciFor this reason I would argue
addressing and vanquishing ignodence of rape and we knew this
that there is a difference between
rant views is educational and
misconception existed on our even enriching — indeed this is
benign ignorant beliefs and dancampus, we would be negligent,
gerous ignorant beliefs. "The
the same with much of what is
even complicitous, if we did not
world is flat" would be a benign
worst in life, but it does not folact to address, correct and prevent
ignorant belief.
low that these beliefs should be

tolerated to preserve the experience of confronting them.
The cost of entertaining
racism on our campus has proven
thus far to involve great suffering
for members of our community
— far too high a price to be
rationalized by trite promises of
gain through struggle, especially
coming from one so apparently
unaffected.
I'm not saying we should be
intolerant of racists, but rather, of
racism.
Since racism has its root in
ignorance, exposure to the feelings of the people one is ignorant
about is at least a step in the right
direction, a step taken on pride
and Prejudice Day.
Far from obstructing freedom
of expression, the sort of dialogue
many of us engaged in on
Tuesday permitted points of view
that might otherwise have been
marginalized a chance to be
heard.
This is not a question of being
"PC." This is a question of being
reasonable with regard to what is
best for the Trinity College community,
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Student Berates Hypocracy Opposing West
S.K.
OPINIONS WRITER
I feel like I am being unfair in
writing this. I guess guilty would
be the word - traitor perhaps?
This is an anonymous article, not
because I am afraid these words
may be associated with me - I
have expressed my opinion openly enough on this matter to whoever dare asks - but just to maintain confidentiality of the people
mentioned.
We just went through
"Diversity Day" so we all know
confidentiality is one of the
ground rules.
I .must admit I thought
Dialogue Day just wouldn't work
out and was quite impressed with
the turnout - especially for the
morning sessions, which is quite
weird, because I thought students

students when I say this; I am
referring to the minority students.
I have justified so much of the
bullshit that I have heard on this
campus for the past two years by
thinking that "sure, I understand,
if it's not your issue, if it's not
something you have to deal with
every single day, you are not likely to think about it or worry about
it."
But what amazes me is that
students who claim to be leaders,
who are heads of cultural organizations, are sometimes the least
accepting. They almost preach
diversity, but they forget that their
kind of diversity is not the only
kind. So, yes they want acceptance of diversity as far as their
kind goes, but for so many others
they are the least accepting. Let
me give you an example, because
I know this is kind of getting con-

... is this whole story about moving
out of your own comfort zone only
applicable to Caucasian students?
would be more likely to attend if
their session was in the afternoon.
I was present at the meeting
at the Umoja house last April, but
was there for only a short period
of time, so I suppose Sept 16 was
my first time seeing what happened at the meeting. I was
amazed, but for reasons slightly
different than most people. I was
amazed at the hypocrisy that was
present! 'What the hell is she
going on about?' some of you
may wonder. Well, I am a junior
and have been a part of the whole
multicultural business at Trinity
for two years now (and if I am
.being cynical, now you know
why).
If I think about it (and I do
think about it a lot), if you were to
list off the top of your head all the
categories that could possibly
make you a minority student on
campus - 1 assure you I would
qualify for more than 50 percent
of those categories. That doesn't
make me bitter in the least; if anything it just gives me a better perspective on what it really means
to be discriminated against.
All this talk of diversity and
how we should be more accepting
and appreciative of all the differences that are present on campus
is in my opinion hypocritical. I
am not referring to the Caucasian

fusing.
Last year, 1 was a part of one
of the many organizations that is
present on campus promoting
diversity. After a wonderful summer, I was quite excited about this
and really thought I could make a
difference - as we all do naively.
Sure enough, the first couple of
weeks were rough, but wonderful.
A good start to the year, anyone
would agree.
I got along with everyone in
the group quite well and was
almost starting to feel comfortable around them. Then all of
sudden, one of the students' stops
talking to me, This was after we
had had a rather awkward conversation on AIM, and in my opinion
it was awkward just because it
was race related and I felt I was
being unfair. After that day, she
didn't speak to me for a few
weeks.
Finally, one night as we were
standing in the Party Barn, and
she was fairly drunk (I thought
that would be the best time to get
the truth) I went up to her and
very casually asked, "so, what's
going on dude, why the attitude?"
She started to apologize and,
rather embarrassed, looked at me
and said, "I'm sorry, I thought
you were hitting on me." It took a
couple of seconds for me to regis-

ter that, but as soon as it did, I
muttered a few words (probably
along the lines of denial) and
walked away. I was amazed and
shocked. 1 wondered over the
next couple of weeks what I could
have possibly said to make her
think this (I am straight, if that
explains my wondering).
Was it my constant smiling,
or the fact that 1 said "Hello, how
are you?" and waited for a
response? Was it the fact that I
actually acknowledged her on the
Long Walk, instead of just walking by like she didn't exist? Or
was it that she didn't see me in the
arms of a random guy every other
night?
Quite frankly, 1 didn't care
that she thought I was hitting on
her, what I did care about however, was the way she treated me
after she thought so, when she
was supposed to be someone I
was looking up to!
Was this her way of showing
me how much she really accepted
diversity? Could she not have
talked to me, or is this whole
story about moving out of your
own comfort zone only applicable to Caucasian students?
The point of this article is
simply to ask, do "the acceptance
of diversity rules" apply only to
others and not to the minority
Students? I really want an answer.
Why is it that we are justified
in accepting one kind of diversity
and since we don't agree with the
other, we don't find the need to
accept it? "After all we are
accepting one kind - that should
count for something" - should not
be our reasoning. I am not saying
that we all need to get along. I am
not friends with all the minority
kids on campus - I don't need to
Ve are all M m ""'different
backgrounds and have different
personalities and are surely not
expected to get along oh so brilliantly, but if we are demanding
respect from others, isn't it only
fair that we respect them back? I
read back on this article now and
can say with certainty that I am
not removed from this hypocrisy
- but at least I am willing to
acknowledge that and change
myself accordingly. I think that
before the minority students start
preaching they need to take a
good look at themselves and
make the required changes in
their own behavior before they
can expect anyone else to do so.

Baker Calls Cornell West on Shallowness
NATE BAKER
OPINIONS WRITER
Diversity Day has come and
gone, and if I gained one thing
from it, it is a slew of Tripod articles. This week: in the course of
discussions prior to, during, and
after Diversity Day, 1 was surprised by the number of people
who kept suggesting that one
solution to the "diversity prob-

passionately about, Cornel West
has become a trademark name
synonymous with the cause.
Some fancy quotes from the
Internet call West "a champion
for racial justice since childhood"
and "one of America's most gifted, provocative, and important
public intellectuals." Wow. So
he's, like, pretty important, right?
An actual examination of his
intellectual work indicates other-

My personal experience with Dr.
West only underlined the impression of
an intellectual flake.
lem" was mandatory attendance
of, for example, Cornel West's
lecture.
I don't disagree with this
because it would probably be useless, or because it is authoritarian,
or even because all it would do is
just piss off the apathetic students
who we are supposed to be reaching out to. No, 1 disagree with it
mainly because, in my opinion,
Dr. West is something of an intellectual flake.
I suppose I should admit at
this point that, due to the fact that
1 had a class at the time, I was
unable to attend Dr. West's lecture this year. But between reading a couple of his books, following his intellectual career in the

wise.

For example, one of the big
themes in Race Matters was the
bad identity that plagues black
America and the negative effects
this identity has had on the progression of the black movement.
When I attended his lecture a couple years ago, he harped on this
theme like it was the hook to
"...Baby One More Time."
Kudos, Dr. West, for locating
the problem (in a book from
1993). Now, maybe it's time to
start thinking about a solution.
You don't need tenure at
Harvard to recognize that black
America has a bad identity. The
real question is, what's our plan
for changing that and how are we

...West warned against apathy when
his own intellectual work only goes half
the distance.
New York Times, hearing his lecture here in 2000, having a friend
take classes with him at Harvard,
talking to him personally, and listening to him pontificate this past
summer in The Matrix Reloaded,
I think I have acquired a reasonable frame of reference from
which to pass judgment. (And
since when have I needed a reasonable frame of reference to
pass judgment, anyway?)
I won't deny that Dr. West
has been a prevalent voice in
America for black culture. In a
field which many people care

going to do it? It seems hypocritical that in his lecture West
warned against apathy when his
own intellectual work only goes
half the distance.'
In Race Matters Dr. West also
laments the lack of strong black
leaders in America today, remarking on the weakness this has
imposed on the black movement.
Again, obviously. What it sounds
like to me is a prime opportunity
for someone to rise to the occasion.
This, indeed, is my major
see WEST on page 6

Iraq Proves U.S. Foreign Policy is at Crossroads
CUFF SCHROFF
NEWS WRITER
The United States is in an
interesting spot right now. There
are two roads we can pick to travel, and it isn't too late to back
track from the one we have
already started down.. There are
quite a few people out there who
say what we are doing in foreign
policy is wrong. We shouldn't
have taken over Iraq, we shouldn't have troops in close to 170
countries, and we shouldn't be
circumventing the United Nations
to push American policy wherever we see fit. Maybe we shouldn't
be where we are now, but we are.
If you criticize foreign policy
now, you criticize it for the last
half century. I am certainly no
expert on the history of U.S. foreign policy, but I know where it
has gotten us. Check your clothing tags. Chances are good that
the clothes you are wearing were
made, somewhere like the
Philippines, China, Taiwan,
Micronesia, or a dozen other
Pacific Rim countries. Watching
TV? I bet the set you are watch-

ing was assembled in Mexico.
We get most of our consumer
goods from somewhere other
than the United States. We live an
extremely
comfortable
life
because we have flexed our muscles and created a system of neocolonialism where we dominate a
sizable chunk of the world, if not
physically, then economically.
So before you flip out at the
fact that the United States has put

one ever suggested there were no
terrorists there or the U.S. was
trying to take out the Taliban for
greedy purposes. Going into
Afghanistan was the right play.
All they have for us to exploit
there are mountains, sand, and a
whole lot of opium, But should
have we invaded Iraq? Were there
really terrorists working in Iraq
under Hussien's protection? Did
Iraq have WMDs? Maybe Iraq

We have pushed for a long time and
once we get pushed back we push even
harder.
down and, to an arguable certain
extent, mistreated our fair share
of small nations, think about how
you live a comfortable life
because of it.
Now with all of that said I am
not defending this nor saying it is
right or wrong. It is a simple fact
that we benefit from this domination. But what about the current
state of affairs? Nobody argued
against invading Afghanistan. No

just has a lot of oil and we have a
administration that is in power
because of big business and most
importantly—oil.
The United States had a legitimate reason for war because Iraq
was in violation of the UN resolutions passed at the end of the Gulf
War. Iraq also did not cooperate
with resolution 1441 that vehement war opponents France and
Germany co-authored. These res-

olutions,, which the world agreed
on, were never enforced by the
world. We enforced them.
The only thing that really
changed between September 10th
and September 12th was that,we
• realized we weren't untouchable.
Unfortunately it took one of the
most savage acts of terrorism ever
committed to pull us from our
blissful isolation. The giant has
been awoken, and our military
has grown, and we are back in a
huge deficit and. for what? I
believe we are safer, I believe we
have hurt others ability to hurt us,
and I believe our intelligence
community is so terrified of
another mistake that they wont let
their guard down for some time,
but at what cost? The world hates
us because we do what we want,
often with little consideration of
the small guy. We are everywhere
and seem to have everything. We
have changed governments,
invaded nations not only militarily but economically, and dominated the world for half a century.
The problem with our response to
9-11 is that we are making a more
concentrated effort at doing what

we did to make terrorist groups
hate us in the first place. We have
pushed for a long time and once
we get pushed back we push even
harder. We are, between a rock
and a hard place.
.
One more thing I know is. that
we need to do something we.
haven't done a,whole lot of; look
at how we treat other nations. 911 was not a random.act of hate.
It was very calculated. Don't get
, me wrong, in no lifetime is it not
a heinous evil act,, but, it happened for a reason, and going to
war is not going to make anyone
realize the errors of their ways.
The way to peace is going to
come from learning and evaluating, not from bombing and invading.
We have an obligation to finish what we started in Iraq, but
let's not over extend ourselves.
Let's take a""step back for a little
while and make sure we know
what we are doing because we
don't have two chances with this.
We are choosing our future right
now and hopefully we choose the
road that the rest of the world will
follow us down.
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Gay Bishop Makes Waves in New Hampshire
MARGARET PRTTCHARD
OPINIONS WRITER
The Diocese of New
Hampshire elected him without
controversy, and the nomination
passed to the national panels of
deputies and bishops of the
Episcopal Church. And that's
when the "God Hates Fags" signs
started showing up outside.
The Washington Post called
the debate inside the House "passionate but polite." Several bishops silently walked out when the
result was announced. And
Bishop-Elect Gene Robinson
held hands with his partner of 13
years, Mark, and smiled tightly.
The Episcopal Church rests
on the three-legged stool of
Scripture, Tradition, and Reason.
Most people criticizing the confirmation of Gene Robinson as a
Bishop call on Scripture and tradition. Most who applaud it call
on Reason. The Church, they say,
is a part of society, and as society
accepis greater diversity, so must
we.
As an episcopalian, I do not
believe the Church should make
"belonging to society" a goal in
and of itself. There are, as there
have always been, parts of society that the Church should in no
way associate itself with - drug
use, environmental destruction,
systematic oppression of the poor,
racism, glorified violence, rampant consumerism.
Society's acceptance of a
phenomenon is not sufficient reason for the Church's acceptance.
The other rational argument - that
marriage alone does not make a
sexual relationship pleasing to
God, that He probably takes more
jayin a 'toying, committed same-:,
sex relationship than in an
exploitative, joyless marriage does have merit.
But our personal opinion of
what God likes is not evidence
enough to inform policy decisions.
The anti-Robinson camp used
the threat of schism by more conservative branches of the worldwide Anglican communion to
boost their case, while the proRobinson camp called upon the
Church to take this opportunity to
make the Church more popular
with young people.

Pew-packing is not a theological argument. We would probably pack the pews with young
people if we served candy bars at
Communion - that does not make
it a good idea.
The cries of schism are equally ridiculous. If all that was
required to get your way was
threatening to leave the Church if
you didn't, the bullies would rule
the pulpit, the Church would be
morally paralyzed, and there

mixed fibers. Eating shellfish.
(There is also one line in Romans
which lists homosexuality as one
of the bizarre and unnatural
things done by the Pagans. It's
likely that Paul was thinking of
his cultural tradition, based in
Leviticus, when he wrote this.)
Then Jesus came along, with
some new ideas. It is important to
note that Jesus was not primarily
about law. Jesus was about
demonstration. The teachings of

Jesus himself was sought by religious leaders for breaking the Old
Testament laws.
If you're looking for a role
model, for someone who kept the
words of Leviticus to every last
dotted I and crossed T, Jesus is
the wrong place to go. And yet
he said he came to fulfill the law,
not to abolish it... so we must see
his breaking of the law in favor of
the law of love not as a contradiction of the Old Testament but

LIFE ACCORDING TO LEVITICUS...

would be dissatisfaction and dissent.
This is a moral question, and
it must be decided on its own
merits, not on the basis of trying
to keep everyone happy. Fear is
a lousy ruler by which to measure
amoral choice;
The best argument for the
confirmation of Robinson is not
that the Church will grow though I think we will, and I'm
giad for that - nor that it will
make the Church more "relevant"
to society. The best argument,
strange as it may sound, is scriptural.
The Biblical prohibition
against homosexuality takes its
basis in a single line in the book
of Leviticus.
Leviticus forbids many
things. Sex with a menstruating
woman. Clothing made with

Jesus are not the most important
thing - it is what he did that matters.
So I feel silly harping on his
teachings on the law, since I think
there are more important things to
talk about, but that's what the
Robinson debate is about,.soJiere.
goes.
'
";,^*~
Jesus had a strange relationship with the law. He broke the
laws of purity, worked on the
Sabbath, ate with unwashed
hands, sat down with prostitutes
and tax gatherers, touched lepers.
Jesus said, basically, "the law
existed to keep you in line until I
came along - now here's the new
law. Love God. Love one another.
Care for the needy. It is on these
principles that the law hangs; the
details aren't important, as long
as you get the big things right."
And we must remember that

rather as its consummation.
Incidentally - and you'd
never guess this, listening to the
Robinson debate - Jesus doesn't
spend nearly as much time as one
would think talking about sex. He
is much more concerned with sins
of the spirit.
As C.S. Lewis says, if one
read only the words of Jesus, one
would gather that "a cold selfrighteous prig who goes regularly
to church may be far nearer to
hell than a prostitute." ("God
Hates Fags" sign-bearers take
note.)
It is recorded in Acts that
Peter saw a large sheet coming
down from Heaven,with every
animal on it, and the voice of God
telling him that "nothing made by
God is unclean." This drives
home the central point - Jesus has
come and has made all creation

new. The rules have changed. We
are no longer bound by the law;
the triumph of God's love over
death has set us free. Time and
again, we hear about things being
made "new" - a new commandment, new life, a new heaven and
a new earth. A new law.
Christian marriage, says the
Bible, is a celebration of God's
gift of romantic love, a reflection
of the love God has for his peopie.
If homosexuality is a Godgiven state of being (as is lefthandedness, which used to be vilified and feared), if healthy, nonexploitative, nurturing homosexual relationships can exist, then
the Church is committing a great
sin by not allowing her gay children to live out their romantic and
sexual union within the holy state
of matrimony.
It is completely ridiculous to
claim that homosexuality is
wrong because it is not practiced
within marriage, and then forbid
marriage because homosexuality
is wrong. But this is just what
many of Robinson's detractors
have done.
We must read Scripture with
an eye towards Reason. No serious thinking person these days
can simply explain away
Darwinian theory by saying "read
your Bible," and likewise, we
should not dismiss the growing
mountain of genetic evidence and
personal testimony that seems to
be pushing us towards believing
that homosexuality is inborn,
with as much potential for love
and as much potential for perversion as heterosexuality.
Those who cry out against
homosexuality for Scriptural reasons, _..
raw
and simpristTc're
faith. And those who defend
homosexuality for un-Scriptural
reasons are missing a crucial
opportunity to legitimise their
argument.
Scripture is not, as the
Fundamentalists would have you
believe, set in stone and completely consistent. Scripture is
tough, self-contradictory, evolving, and subject to furious debate.
But if we delve deep enough,
reading with both our brains and
our hearts, we will find that there
is room in it for everyone.

Union Solidarity West: An Intellectual flake
Summons Many
continued from page 4
of hard working blue collar folk.
And somehow, by the geist of the
crowd, even we bourgeois college
kids became union members for a
short while.
Differences melt away when
a common cause is sought, and 1
can honestly say that over the 700
times 1 sang the classic call and
response chant ending in "We are
the union, the mighty mighty
union," I meant it each time. The

Just as strikers had done on moving in day at Yale this year,
Saturday too culminated in mass
expression of civil disobedience,
dozens of arms linked together in
a human alloy of dissent. Though
I was not arrested, was still a definite energy from the action that
resounded somewhere in me.
Political struggle is typified
by anticipation, success is always
postponed, victory is always sacrificed for compromise, efficacy

...victory is always sacrificed for compromise, efficacy is always masked, gratification is always delayed.
union transcends the flesh of its
own membership in being a group
devoted to struggle for human
dignity and recognition, which is
to say, a living wage.
Saturday's march ended with
a light rain falling and a parade of
one hundred and fifty activists,
including AFL-CIO President
Sweeny, led away in plastic cuffs.

is always masked, gratification is
always delayed. But it is that
magnetism which draws that
same crowd together for the next
event, perhaps on another campus
or another street; that magnetism
which can make of me a union
member, and perhaps can teach
Yale's Dick Levin the plight of
one too.

continued from page 5
qualm with West. Here he is, a
major voice in the black movement and credited with all sorts of
academic respect that he doesn't
really deserve.
And instead of really taking
advantage of the podium that
America has placed him on, he
gives some half-ass talk about
Socrates and how we must avoid
"death-dodging and death-denying
and
death-ducking."
Accusatory alliteration has never
achieved anything.
My personal experience with
Dr. West only underlined the
impression of an intellectual
flake. At the end of his talk in
2000,1 went up to him and asked,
since he kept underlining how
black America had such a bad
identity, what he envisioned as a
new identity and how that identity could be achieved.
Do you know what his
response was? "First it has to be
an American identity. Then, it
must be a united identity."
Profound to the extreme, but what
does that really mean? Correct
answer; nothing.
Of course, in his defense, he
was too busy being rushed out the
door to give me a full answer. I

guess there was enough time for
those photo opportunities with a
couple black students, but not
enough time to answer a serious

better start contributing something more worthy of the Harvard
name than Sketches Of My
Culture, West's blazin' new rap

...[a student] agreed that his contribution to the Harvard classroom was anything but enlightening.
question from an impressionable
white kid.
Three years later, I'm still
waiting for an answer. Since
2000, do you know how many
books West has written? Roughly
speaking, exactly zero. I don't
know about you, but I thought
black America's bad identity was
still something of an issue.
But don't take it from Nate
Baker, conservative asshole.
Take it from my friend, an
African American studies major
at Harvard who not only took a
class with West before his departure but also agreed that his contribution to the Harvard classroom was anything but enlightening.
Take it from Lawrence
Summers, the president of
Harvard who told West that he

album. Or take it from West himself, who, rather than absorbing
Summer's criticism, went off in a
huff back to Princeton.
Take it from the New York
Times, who all but held their sides
as they reported the SummerWest dispute. Take it from
Yahoo!, whose #1 Web result for
"Cornel West" is, not a link pertinent to his intellectual work, bur
rather the official site for his rap
CD. Take it from the Hartford
Courant, who gives 4 results for a
search on Cornel West: all about
his role in The Matrix Reloaded.
Take it from Pragmatism.org,
who in their acclaim for West list
his most recent works as - you
guessed it - The Matrix Reloaded
and Sketches Of My Culture.
Take it from whomever you
want. But take it seriously.
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Dialogue Day Not the End of School's Effort
continued from page 1
students and staff discussing their
feelings of exclusion from the
campus scene.
A version of the Film was
shown at the faculty retreat in

to plan and rapidly implement an
event.
Funded by a $10,000 donation submitted by William R.
Peelle, Jr., a 1970 alumnus and
member of St. Anthony Hall who

"It's diversity of thought that matters,
not actual race or creed."
-MikeMunier'04
May, where the set up was much
like that of the Dialogue Day
itself.
After viewing a slightly different version of the film that was
shown on Sept. 16, this one
focusing primarily on student
angst, the faculty broke up into
discussion groups, and after
returning from these groups,
Professor Maurice Wade voiced
the opinion that something should
be done to remedy this situation
on Trinity's campus.
Professor Fred Pfeil, currently on sabbatical, chaired the committee created to do something
about diversity on campus.
Pfeil said that the group was
"unique insofar as it asked staff
and students to be part of a task
force ... to "look at intellectual,
as well as, social issues by getting
representatives from all over the
campus," and doing it in such a
manner that prompted "early and
swift action to be taken."
With language evocative of
the Brown v. Board of Education
decision, this committee met
throughout the summer in order

had been prodding the administration to implement an event
similar to what occurred on Sept.
16 for at least two years. The
committee decided to have a day
dedicated to the issues related to
intellectual, racial, ethnic, and
religious diversity.
The plan was to suspend
classes for one day, allowing professors the option to make up the
classes on the Tuesday of Trinity
days.
Some professors have opted
to do so, others have not. Mike
Munier '04 felt the suspension of
the day was an example of bad
academics. Talking about his
generation,
Munier
stated,
"Within our consciousness, the
idea [of diversity] exists. It just
doesn't matter anymore." He
stated that "It's diversity of
thought that matters, not actual
race or creed."
Pfeil was strongly opposed to
the debate about the suspension
of being the focus of the day, stating, "Most of the participants
went out of their way to co-facilitate, teach a day when they don't

have to teach. The charge that the
institution's not fully committed
is bogus. The institution showed
its commitment by taking it on as
an extra burden, while insisting
on keeping its regular commitments to the students."
President Painter stated,
"What was important was the day

Pfeil said that the committee
received a list of students from
the Registrar's Office. That list
was what they used to plan the
day, and the committee did not
realize that IDP and Graduate students were overlooked until the
Monday before.
An IDP student, who pre-

JONATHAN CHeSNCY

Students and faculty view the film in LSC.

discussion about crime and violence on campus." She went on
to state that she hoped this would
promote change on campus.
What Painter, Pfeil, Peelle,
Warner, and each of those depicted in the film hope is actual
change in attitudes and actions.
On campus for St. Anthony
Hall's 150th anniversary festivities last weekend, Peelle said the
event was a great experience for
undergraduates, "The weight of
this event is that discussion has
begun. That's important because
it's very personal and very individual. It's not a group think, not
a college think ... More a look at
selves and an understanding of
how other cultures feel and
think."
Warner stated, "Trinity has
taken diversity seriously, not just
race, sexuality, and classism."
She went on and sighed, "We're
not doing this all for nothing."
Events are in the making for
future coordination between
organizations that are traditionally operated by students of color
and those operated traditionally
by white students.
On Oct. 14 there wili be a discussion about the next phase of

itself. In a very unusual move, ferred to remain anonymous,
the administration suspended mentioned that she feels left out
classes...this is a secondary issue of the loop on campus. She statto the event."
In spite of ed that what bothered her the
Munier's musings, many people
like Peter Webel, a member of St.
T h e charge that the institution s not
Anthony Hall, Adams, and
Warner have stated this to be "the
fully committed is bogus."
first step" to address the problem
- Professor Fred Pfeil
of diversity on campus.
Another sub-discussion that
occurred on campus was the fact
this effort and the direction in
that graduate and IDP students most about the discussion was
which the college is trying to go.
that "the way our discussion
were overlooked in the planning
about diversity turned out to he a AH are welcome to attend.
process.
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Religion and Media Construction Completed on
Convention Held Multi-Million Dollar Library
Greenberg Center Sponsors Conference
R E B E C C A FOWLER
NEWS EDITOR
In response to the difficulties
journalists face covering religion
in politics, the Leonard E.
Greenberg Center for the Study of
Religion in Public Life at Trinity
College hosted a conference to
address these issues for the
upcoming 2004 election.
Cosponsored by the Ray C.
Bliss Institute for Applied Politics
at the University of Akron, the
conference brought scholars on
religious constituencies and journalists together from around the
country from Sept. 14 to Sept. 15.
According to Mark Silk,
Director of the Greenberg Center,
in a campaign that must respond
to the contemporary issues of
school vouchers, abortion and
conflicts in the Middle East candidates will be attempting to
appeal to voters based on their
religious commitments.
The opening dinner, held last
Sunday night at the Smith House,
was followed fay talks from Silk
on the challenge of covering religion in election campaigns and
Director of the Ray C. Bliss
Institute, John Green, on religion
and voting patterns.
Although religious groups
have complex, but different modes
• of organizing and responding to
their respective authorities, Silk
explained, "We do; tooy' something about how these groups
vote. They are not just organized
bodies, but they are voting
blocks."
However, in the past journalists have struggled with covering
religion in politics. Green said
the problem was because, :
"Journalists knew very little
about religion and thus tended to
make mistaken assumptions
about how religion influences
politics."
Green used data compiled
from the 2000 election exit polls
to summarize voting patterns of

major religious groups. Green
noted even that information can
contribute to difficulties facing
journalists though, because there
were Haws in the religious questions asked. For journalists, he
stated, "The biggest challenge
will be understanding how the
diverse religious communities in
the U.S. are participating in the
campaign. It is difficult to get
good information in the midst of a
campaign and it is always tempting to over simplify complex
beliefs."
Not only must journalists be
aware of each political. party's
major religious supporters, but
they also need to understand the
efforts both sides make at mobilizing voter turn out. Green commented, "Each political party has
its core religious constituencies
and will make every effort to turn
them out... Each party will try to
steal some votes from the other
side."
Andrew Walsh, Associate
Director of the Greenberg Center,
says the critical issue of the campaign is "how you mobilize voter
preferences and turn preferences
into votes."
Among his suggestions for
journalists, Green proposed that
less conventionally religious people are overlooked too often and
should be studied.
He said that some people are
not tiadittpnalty about religiosity
but are serious about it. "i*hey are
very important to elections, but
are understudied.
Walsh commented that voting
preferences for low service
attending people - up to a third of
the population - are "murky"
compared to high attending people, but they have potential for
candidates because they are more
likely to.change voting behavior.
The second day of the conference was scheduled with multiple
seminars taught by leading scholars on key religious constituencies.

Donnelly to Speak
on Human Rights
EILEEN FLYNN
NEWS EDITOR
Jack Donnelly, the Andrew
Mellon Professor of International
Studies at the University of
Denver, will be giving a Human
Rights lecture in McCook
Auditorium on Thursday, Sept. 25
at 5 p.m.

WWW.DU.EDU

Jack Donnelly speaks
Thursday.
Following the line of many of
his writings, his lecture, "The

Philosophical Foundations and
Social Construct of Human
Rights," will focus on the theory
of human rights.
Donnelly is the author of
numerous works, such as
Universal Human Rights in
Theory and Practice (2002),
Realism
and
International
Relations
(2000)
and
International Human Rights
(1998).
He attended graduate school
at the University of California at
Berkeley, where he received his
PhD in Political Science in 1982.
His dissertation was on the development of the concept of human
rights.
According to Donnelly,
"Human rights has remained my
principal scholarly interest ever
since."
He principally teaches in the
field of international relations
theory, though he is working on a
book about ancient Greek international society.

JORGE AMARAL

was formerly located in the base-

For over two years, while students and faculty went along their
daily schedules, one part of the
Trinity campus was undergoing
an enormous renovation and construction project.
Begun in May of 2001, the
long-awaited end to this task

library section of Raether is also
still the location of the historic
Watkinson Library, on level A.
The Watkinson Library contains a variety of different rare
books and collections, including
Trinity's own archives and manuscripts.
Incidentally,
planning,

NEWS WRITER ment of Austin Arts Center). The

JONATHAN CH£SN£Y

The Raether LITC opened this semester.
arrived this past August. Hours of
designing, and fund-raising is
planning, several headaches, and
currently underway as a renovation of the Watkinson Library
nearly $35 million later, the
space is anticipated to take place
brainchild of KPMB Architects of
in the near future.
Toronto, Canada and one of
The other primary component
Trinity's newest additions, the
of the new LITC is the
Raether Library and Information
Computing
Center,
which
Technology Center, was born.
includes Media Technology
Once the site of the Trinity
Services (previously known as
Library, the LITC is now a
1, Automated Data
171,198 gross square footcom-^Audip ,
plex/as opposed to theffrtgm1a r " {5eVvi ces (ACS), Technical
118,000 gross square foot build- Services,
the
Academic
ing.
Computing Specialists, and the
The LITC continues to be
Student Help Desks.
home to the Trinity College Main
The Computing Center was
Library, including the Music and
formerly located in MCEC, howMedia Center on level one (media
ever, and the move into their new

space in the Raether LITC has
prompted at least some skepticism and negative reaction. (For
an example take a look at the
Opinions section of last week's
Tripod, "Form Over Function:
Library Disappoints Student
Body
With
Obvious
Shortcomings in Functionality.")
Much of the LITC staff is
quick to defend the new union
that marks the first time the
library and Computing Center
have been together in ten years
(although
Administrative
Librarian Mary LaPorte quickly
and accurately points out Ihat the
two "didn't merge, [they] just
came under the same roof).
"Increasingly,
computing
services overlap with library services," explains. John Langeland,
Director
of
Information
Technology. "This just brought
all the pieces together."
LaPorte agrees, stating that
"bringing us together creates a
synergy," and adds, "when there
is a problem [that requires the
help of the Computing Center],
it's much easier to just walk
downstairs or down the hall."
Perhaps the most important
intended goal of moving the
Computing Center in with the
library is what Langeland refers
to as "single point service" providing all the resources that students and professors may need all
in one easy access central location; essentially one-stop support
and research.
"Still. tHere^na^'Weft'-c^rff"
cerns that the Computing
Center's move from MCEC has
not left students better served in
certain aspects. It has been noted
that, while in MCEC, there were
see COMPUTING on page 10

SGA Elections Results
Executive Vice-President
Andrew Aydin
Class of 2004
Senator
Elliot. Kadar
Class of 2005

Senator
Grace Kim
President
Colin Morgan Warner
Vic« President
Ryan Brodeut'

Secretary
Bailey Triggs

c

Class of 2 0 0 6
President
Amy Shin

Vice President

Secretary

Paul Caldcron

Rebecca Wefzler
Class of 2007
Senators
Sasa Hear
Hugh Livengood
Andrew Clancy
Courtney Howard
Emily Hooperman
President
Michael Lenihan

At-large

Natalee Elhart

Secretary

Senators

William Servos
Danny Alwood
Short Ut'bas

Budget Committee
Grace Kim
Jabeth. Ocampo
Shon Urbas
Sinn Wathen

October 21
Charles MacCormack and Larry Minear - "Ethical
Dilemmas for Humanitarian Operations in Conflict

3 Zones"
13

November 13
Peter W. Galbraith - "The Intersection of Human
Rights and Ethics with U.S. Foreign Policy Making"
O

3

December 8
International Human Rights Day - Organized by
Trinity College Students

2003 Fall Lecture Series
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Students Have 'Muted Optimism' About Sept. 16
BRENDAN MCGOWAN
STAFF WRITER
Reactions to Dialogue Day
ran the gamut from enthusiastic to
somewhat conflicted about what
the event represents.
Those students and faculty
who were questioned generally
responded to Dialogue Day with
muted optimism, and a sense that

impressed already with the number of faculty, staff and students
who volunteered to run the sessions. And the weather was nice!"
Jolly-Ray McFarlane '06 was
initially skeptical, but eventually
came to see the film and subsequent discussions as a positive
move by Trinity. "My first
impression upon hearing about
the Pride and Prejudice day was

"As we discovered in many sessions throughout the day, we are
all diverse and unique individuals," she said. "If we decide that
an atmosphere of greater tolerance and acceptance of our many
differences will make room for
each of us to be more fully who
we are, together we can fashion a
warmer, richer and more cosmopolitan campus culture."
Debra Borrero, Associate
Director of Community and
I nstitutional Relations, noted that
.it the closing event several headlines were suggested to describe
i he day. "There were several titles
that were great, but the winning
title was 'Take that Princeton
Review1.'" (In reference to
Trinity's ranking as the college
vith the lowest amount of
ace/class interaction by the
Princeton Review). "Overall, I
ras very pleased with the turnmt of participants and amazed at
be dedication of students, faculty
and staff to volunteer their time as
co-facilitators to make this event
a success."
English Professor Fred Pfeil,
who helped organize "Dialogue
Day," described his impressions.
"Sometimes the talking was
tough and awkward, sometimes
lively and fast; some discussions
were hot with open emotion and
strongly held views, others iced
over by conflicting feelings,
unclear thoughts, shifting and
uncertain perspectives," he said.
"But every word of every discussion that happened yesterday
matters; every one who participated — including more than half
the l"a«u\tivaand somewhere c\ose

JONATHAN CH£SN£Y

Students, faculty and staff discuss diversity.
Trinity is beginning to acknowledge some of its most deep-rooted problems.
Acting President Borden
Painter said Tuesday that he "was
very, very pleased this [Tuesday]
morning. I went to the video presentation in the Washington Room,
and I was so pleased at, first of
all, just the number of people who
turned out ... and I sensed that
people were very engaged with
watching the video. And when I
left, and started back, I could see
people pouring out of Cinestudio.
I am very pleased with the degree

of participation, and was very

rather cynical," he said. "I
thought this program would not
make a difference for the people
who needed it the most. As soon
as it was over people would go
back to their rooms, and forget
everything they had learned. . . I
had the opinion that nothing
could be done to change our situation, but after the discussion I
learned that almost all of our
problems can be resolved if we
just take the time to discuss them
with our fellow students."
Dean of Multicultural Affairs
Karla Sgurlock-Evans agreed
with these optimistic sentiments.

— had something significant to
say. Even the abstentions of those
who appear to believe open discussion of issues of prejudice,
diversity and community is not
worth a few hours of their time
give us crucial information about
where we are here at Trinity, and
what we must strive to overcome."
Colin Levy '06 felt that,
Dialogue Day or no Dialogue
Day, students are ultimately
accountable for their own actions
and behavior when it comes to
respecting diversity. "I found my
diversity day discussion to be a
decent attempt at approaching our
issues but Rome wasn't built in a
day and neither can our diversity
issues be solved in a day," he
said. 'Talking is one thing; taking
action is an entirely different matter. I believe the only way to
resolve our issues is to promote
changes in Trinity's culture
actively through changes in personal behavior."
Cindy Molina '04 had the following to say, "The Pride and

be more tolerant and accepting of
differences."
Andrew Horowitz '06, who
was featured prominently in the
film, saw promise in the day's
events but shared some reservations about the way in which the
program came about. "One of the
main reactions that came out of
the group that I facilitated today
is that we don't talk enough about
the issues that really matter at
Trinity, and the Pride & Prejudice
dialogues were a good first step
towards fixing that," he said.
"Unfortunately, they were not
instituted democratically either
by the faculty or the students, and
this kept the dialogues from
becoming a complete success.
Just because something is a good
cause does not mean that it should
be exempt from the democratic
process."
Deepti Paturi '05 saw a tradition in the making. "There was a
good deal of anticipation going
into the Pride and Prejudice Day.
I had my fingers crossed that it
wouldn't be an opportunity for

"Simply put, I saw Diversity Day as a
waste of my time."
- Adam Lesser '06
Prejudice dialogue is definitely a
stepping stone to creating a more
positive and accepting environment here at Trinity. To those who
didn't attend I say, you missed out
on a very enlightening experience. Being a senior, I probably
won't see Trinity reach its potential, but \ hope lhal when 1 come

students to complain about their
problems. To the contrary, it provided me with a fresh outlook to
the issues which I have heard
about and seen for the past 2
years ... I hope to see this dialogue continue between everyone
in the community and with
increasing enthusiasm."
. ...
see DIALOGUE on page }l
"e"*'b"3ck'to visit, the climate here will

George's Pizza
229 White St.
Hartford, CT 06114
(On the corner of Hillside. Ave. and White St.)

We Deliver!!!
Open 11:00 am to 11:00 pm

Tel. (860) 956-2836
Pizza

Grinders

Fresh Dough Made Daily with Whole Milk Mozzareila

Small Medium Large
10"

14"

Calzone

16"

Served Hot or Cold 10"
Ham

...$4.95

Meatball...

$4.95

Genoa Salami

$4.95

Sausage.

$4.95

$8.50

$9.50 Cheese $4.95
Each additional item...$.50
$10.50

Tuna

$4.95

PhWy Steak

$5.25

$6.00

$9.50

$11.50

Turkey,

$4.95

3 Items

$6.50

$10.50 $12.50

Roast Beef.....

$4.95

4 Items

$7.00

$11.50 $13.50

Pastrami

Mozzareila

$5.00

$7.50

1 Item

$5.50

2 Items

,

Vegetarian....

Available Toppings
Anchovies, Bacon, Black Olives, Broccoli,
Chicken, Eggplant, Peppers, Hamburg, Mushrooms. Sausage, Onion, Pepperoni, Pineapple, Tomatoes.

BLT...

,....$4.95$4.95
....$4.95

Grilled Chicken... $5.25
Italian Cold Cut....$5.25
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Computing Center Moves to Presentations Given
Recently Completed Library by Summer Fellows
continued from page 8
two public labs as well as two
additional labs used mostly for
classes, in the new Raether LITC,
there are only two computer labs,
which are often utilized by classes.
But Langeland counters that
while there may be less public
computer lab space, there are substitute facilities, such as 50 public

component of the LITC, aside
from the library and Computing
Center, is the new state-of-the-art
Blume Language Center, which
includes workstations for 20 students, and a faculty development
center.
Naturally, all these additions
and improvements begs the question where the funding and
financing for this massive project

\

The Help Desk is located on the B level.
work stations throughout the
LITC.
Langeland also points out that
in a way, it is a matter of evolution- increasingly, students are
purchasing laptops, and there are
phone jacks and wireless connec-

came from.
"Philanthropy is an important
tradition at Trinity. Every year
alumni, parents and friends support things that enrich the lives of
students and faculty, such as the
College's annual fund, scholar-

TThe library] was worth the wait."
- Emily Malbon '05
lion everywhere. Also, while
there is less computer lab space,
there is much more "collaborative
space."
As Langeland states, if it is
necessary for students to meet
with other students, or even faculty, they will be delighted to find
several locations throughout the
LITC set aside specifically for
this kind of activity, as long as
they look around for them.
Like these new "collaborative
spaces," many similar improvements have been made in the
LITC over the old library.
Aside from the increase in
space, the new library now boasts
795 patron network access points
over the formerly existing 59, 16
bibliographic instruction workstations (in an entirely new and
updated space with portable laptop projection capabilities) over
12 in the old building, 22 completely new language instruction
workstations, and 20 digital
media editing stations, as
opposed to zero in the old building.
The LITC also has 80 percent
of its space available with highspeed media access, up from 20
percent in the old library.
There are now also 812 units
of seating and 15 academic and
technology staff available, as
opposed to 648 and 35, respectively, in the old building.
In addition, probably one of
the greatest gains to the library
specifically, shelving space has
increased from 132,040 linear
feet to 142,873 linear feet.
"There's empty space on each
shelf now," notes LaPorte which
would allow the Trinity library to
continue to acquire more books
and further expand their collection.
Furthermore, another large

ships, academic programs and
building projects like the Chapel
Restoration currently underway
and the recently completed
Raether Library and Information
Technology Center," states Amy

former faculty. In fact, one needs
only to walk around the new
LITC complex to see the variously named rooms and wings in
acknowledgment of these many
contributions.
These include the gift of
Mitch Merin '75 to name the
Scheuch Atrium for G. Fox
Professor of Economics Emeritus
Richard Scheuch; the gift of Ann
Rohlen 71 to name the Faculty
Study Suite in honor of Professor
of Religion Emeritus John Gettier
and Ellsworth Morton Tracy
Lecturer and Professor of
Religion Frank Kirkpatrick '64; a
gift by Becky Skau to name a
Group Study Room in memory of
her late husband Evald Skau '19,
who was a Professor of
Chemistry at Trinity; and the gift
of the Funston family to name the
Funston Cafe in memory of former Trinity President Keith
Funston '32.

Several gifts were also made
by parents of current or graduating students. "The campaign also
saw significant leadership gifts
from an emerging constituency
that is important to the future of
the College- alumni of the 1970s
and 1980s, and women graduates," adds Brough.
The Raether LITC is itself
named after Paul E. Raether '68,
Chairman of the Board of
Trustees, in recognition of his
extraordinary generosity to this
project, as well as many others on
campus.
-f The ffew rertovat
struction of the Raelher LITC has
"pushed [Trinity] into the forefront" and "benchmarked against
a select group of colleges that we
consider our peers," states
LaPorte, and reactions to Raether

JONATHAN CHeSNCY

The Computing Center moved into the library.
Brough, Director of Development
Planning,
The fund-raising campaign
for the Raether LITC was a huge
undertaking involving faculty,
staff, alumni, parents, and friends.

seem to be mostly positive.
"Faculty who've taught here
prefer it to MCEC," asserts
Langeland, noting that among
other things, they like the space.
"I hope it will work."

"Philanthropy is an important tradition at Trinity."
- Amy Brough
A large part of the campaign was
a $1.5 million challenge grant
from the Kresge Foundation, as
well as nearly $200,000 from current and retired faculty and staff
as part of a campus campaign initiative.
Furthermore, several donations were made by groups and
individuals to honor current and

Emily Malbon '05 says,
"Although I've heard a lot of people complain about the library
hours on Sundays, I feel like they
did a good job. It was worth the
wait." The library opens at 2 p.m.
on Sundays, which has caused
some consternation among students. The library remains open
until 1 a.m. on school nights.

EILEEN FLYNN
REBECCA FOWLER
NEWS

EDITORS

The Trinity College 2003
Human Rights Fellows presented
reports on their summer internships Friday to an audience of
professors and students.
Each of the 11 students summarized their work at groups
including the American Bar
Association,
Amnesty
International and the National
Coalition to Abolish the Death
Penalty.
The interns for the American
Bar Association in Washington
D.C. were Jamie Calabrese '05
and Phillip Welshans '04.
Working
at
Amnesty
International in D.C. were Erika
Lopes '06, Marissa Coughlin '04
and Lily Siegel-Gaidener '04

work, Lopes discussed the
Committee on the Elimination of
Discrimination Against Women
(CEDAW) and its foreign and
domestic impact. Though this
treaty is ratified in 173 countries,
the United States is not among the
group.
She also discussed the general duties of the Amnesty interns,
such as writing letters to senators
and representing Amnesty at various functions.
Siegel-Gardener worked primarily with Amnesty's Americas
Division. She concentrated on the
issue of Guatemala's human
rights violations arid the upcoming election in that country.
Coughlin's area of focus was
Africa, particularly the civil war
in Liberia.
Estevez participated in leadership training in middle schools,

REID OFFRINGA

The Human Rights Summer 2003 Fellows
Naralys Estevez '06 interned

relating "human rights into a con-

York City.
Also working for Amnesty,
though in Atlanta, was Sharre
Brooks '06.
Colin Levy '06 spent the
summer in D.C. at the National
Coalition to Abolish the Death
Penalty.
Kristina DePeau '04 and
Arlene Velez '05 worked at
Physicians for Human Rights in
Boston.
During her presentation,
Calabrese related the general
story of a detained immigrant in
this country. She came to the
conclusion that " ... despite what
our personal stance on the issue
might be, the consideration of
immigration is a consideration of
immigrants; it is a consideration
of persons."
Welshans worked on a survey
about the access to medical care
that detainees receive in
Maryland.
As the next to present her

stand."
Brooks did research on
refugees in America and sent this
research on to D.C,
Levy mainly worked on the
2003 Legislative Review, in
which he outlined the outcomes
of every state's bill about the
death penalty in the last year.
DePeau posed the question
"Why is health not yet considered
a basic human right?" Her focus
for the summer was the AIDS epidemic in Africa and ensuring that
the funds the Bush administration
promised will be properly appropriated for this effort.
Velez created "a tangible
resource for students" by compiling a Power Point presentation on
each human rights campaign.
These 11 students were
selected from a pool of more than
40 applicants. In exchange for
their commitment, they received
$3000 and a $1500 stipend for
living.

Haron Atkinson was identified as a member of
the class of 2004. This was incorrect as he graduated last year and is now the Trinity College PostGraduate Fellow for Multicultural Affairs. The
Tripod regrets the error.
Stacy Jankauskas '05 and Andrea Leverant '05
were not given credit for their work on Do It Day in
last week's features article. Tripod apologizes to
Stacy and Andrea and would like to commend them
for their hard work.
In Nate Wiessner's article in Features last week
Sept. 15, he misidentifies the bus downtown. The
correct bus is the F bus.
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Dialogue Day. Beginning
Move inRight Direction
continued from page 9
was day one for Trinity, who has admitted
Professor Michael Niemann, who facilwe do have a problem and that we want to
itated one dialogue at Hillel House, saw the make things better for everyone!"
day's proceedings as keeping in line with
Adam Lesser '06, who chose not to
Trinity's loftiest ideals. "Pride & Prejudice
attend the activities was critical of the
Day was an important one in the history of
event, said, "Simply put, I saw Diversity
Trinity College. I can't think of another iniDay as a waste of my time." He questioned
tiative that holds so much promise and is so the true intentions behind the day, "Perhaps
important," he said.
this was because Trinity felt a need to betHe continued, 'Trinity College is not ter its image in light of a certain rating in a
certain well-read collegiate magazine."
just a collection of individuals spending
time here because they want a degree or get
Though he did say that he thought the
paid. It is also a community that aims to
day was "useful as a way of gauging where
foster critical thinking and free the mind of
students are on the issue of diversity,"
Religion Professor Frank G. Kirkpatrick
parochialism and prejudice for all its memquestioned some of
the logistics of the
event, saying "I
think a number of
students held back
from expressing
their deepest feelings about this
because the situation was so artificial."
Jonathan
Shoemaker
'04
addressed the issue
of the loss of a
Trinity Day saying,
JONATHAN CHCSNEY
"I think the event
Students and faculty gather in Mather.
suffered from people electing to take their Trinity Day on
bers... This is what liberal arts education is
Sept. 16."
all about."
;
Narin Prum '06 stated that 'Today, we
Individual reactions to Trinity's firstwere able to reach a great amount of stuever Dialogue day varied.
dents who did watch and listen. Some
Although most seemed to agree that the
may have not agreed, but at least they are
effort was not in vain and that the goals
aware of the issues. AA always says, the
were noble, a significant number of people
first step .to solving your drinking problem
expressed doubt and frustration after the
is to admit you have a problem. Today
event.
•
"**" ; .
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UnlBnlsf
Residential Fellow Quits
Ishmael Pomales left his job as a Residential Fellow of
Area 1 on Friday, Sept. 19 citing personal reasons. This is the
third person to abruptly leave ORL since the end of last
semester. A replacement has yet to be named.

Alpha Delta Phi Returns
to Campus
After suffering suspension for one year the Alpha Delta Phi
fraternity has been allowed to return to campus and conduct
rush and pledging activities. The fraternity was suspended for
repeated offenses and hazing practices at the end of the 20012002 academic year.

New College Chaplain
Assumes Duties
Father Daniel Heischman has begun his tenure as Trinity
College Chaplain. His appointment last semester was the end
result of a long search process. See Features for .more information about him.

Senior at Colby College Murdered
' The body of Colby College senior Dawn Rossignol was
found one mile from campus Wednesday, Sept. 17, Her death
was ruled a homicide by the Maine state police. They believe
as*i$«*twfgp«^
-morning of
Sept 16. The police have not ruled out any suspects, and do
not know if the victim knew here attacker. The investigation
continues.

Computing Center Warns of
. Dangerous Attachments
The Help Desk alerted students that there are several vims
hoaxes circulating the campus, In response, all Trinity network users are being moved to a mail server that blocks
attachments to protect computers from potentially dangerous
viruses and hoaxes.

Tree Causes Loss of Power
Campus Safety was notified by Hartford Police at 3-.20
p.m. Friday that a fallen tree in the area of Hillside Avenue
and Hamilton Street; caused some areas of the campus to
experience a power and phone outage. Power was restored
after about, 45 ^minutes, but all cable was not restored until
Saturday' night. Due to the transformer failure, the Life
Sciences Center has been running on minimal power for the
entire' weekend supporting the critical functions and will not
have classes in it on Monday, Sept 22. Classes will be held
in Mather Hall, 2nd floor. The building should be operational
again by the end of the business day on. Monday,

Alden Gordon to Give Lecture
. Gwendolyn Miles Smith Professor of Art History Alden
Gordon will give the first Trinity Center for Collaborative
Teaching (TCCTR) lecture of the academic year Wednesday,
Sept. 24 at 4:15 p.m. in Austin Aits Center 320. <He will speak
on "The Art Historian in the Field: shop talk about the*
research for Tlie Hawses und Collections of the. Marquis cle
Marigny" There will be a reception following the discussion.

: >•-<
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Fr. Ray Departs for New Parish
Newman Club Says Goodbye to Friend and Spiritual Advisor
MARGARET DOWNING
FEATURES WRITER
To anyone who is familiar
with the Roman Catholic Mass
here at Trinity, the services from
now on will be missing something - Peanuts Comic Strips.
This may seem strange to those of
you who have never heard a sermon by Father Ray Smialowski
V
78, but they were a signature part
of his weekly sermons to Trinity
students, and it was just one thing
that endeared Fr, Ray to so many.

Stanislaus
in
Bristol,
Connecticut.
Father Ray will truly be
missed by the Catholic community here at Trinity, but especially
by members of the Newman
Club. He has been an integral
part of the many activities of the
Newman Club, notably the Friday
night dinners at the Interfaith
House.
These dinners were an opportunity for the members of the
Newman Club to gather together,
prepare and then share a meal.

"Fr. Ray made it his business to be a
friend to cveiy student on this campus
-RobCorvo'04
A Catholic college Chaplain for
16 years, and a Trinity graduate
himself, Father Ray was appointed this week as Pastor to Saint

Father Ray was always a presence
at these meals, and he made himself available to do the grocery
shopping as well as help cook and

MIKC RCYHOLDS

The annual Newman Club retreat.

I Ten
I"

Things to do
Poring a blackout

10. Catch up on the sleep you didn't
get over the weekend.
9. Grab a flashlight and make shadow puppets.
8. Make bets as to how long you can
last without AIM.
7. Go shopping for emergency supplies (like a shirt from Forever 21).
6. Go see a "Black Cowt" at the Cow
Parade in West Hartford.
5. See if Hartford drivers are any
better without stoplights.
4. Burn a candle - oh wait, they
were all confiscated.
3. Sing "Don't Turn Off the Lights"
out the window.
2. Go in search of human comfort.
1. Get blackout.
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Around Trinity
Disclaimer: AT just wants to clarify that just
because AT has been "around" Trinity, AT is
not "promiscuous." AT prefers the term "freespirited." Now that we've cleared that issue
up, here are some of the things that AT saw
while "getting around."
They Weren't Shrieks of Pleasure...

WWW.TRlNCOLL.eDU

Father Ray, the former
Catholic Chaplain.
serve the meal.
He had also been very active
in the Newman Club annual
retreats. The two-day retreats are
a time to get away from campus
and schoolwork and reflect on
faith and life. Father Ray enjoyed
this time as much as the students
did, participating in all the activities and getting to know everyone
better.
Rob Corvo "04 put into words
the warm emotion felt towards
Father Ray by many at Trinity:
' Fr. Ray made it his business
to be a friend to every student on
this campus, regardless of religion, and there is no doubt in my
mind that he was one of the most
devoted members of our campus
support staff.
' 1 le made us all better people
by encouraging us to take the"
w Li en t so willing to take.'' tj§>,"
had a knack for knowing when;
someone wasn't living up to their
potential and lovingly encouraging them along. He was in no
way an easy person to say no to.
We will miss his jokes and humility, his support and friendship.
Those who have been privileged
to know him will never be the
same. Our loss is St. Stan's
gain."
Rachsel Fairbanks '04 had a
more personal motivation for
missing Fr. Ray stating "Not only
has Fr. Ray made Trinity, but he
will always have a place in my
family's heart for performing the
ceremony at my sister's wedding
last summer."
At Saint Stanislaus Fr. Ray
will be able to brush up on his
Polish speaking skills (if the last
name didn't give it away, he's
Polish), as about ten percent of.
the congregation there is Polishspeaking and one Mass every
week is said in Polish.
Father Ray is not only leaving
Trinity, but also the University of
Hartford where he served as
Catholic Chaplain. He said his
last Mass on campus Saturday,
Sept. 14, where he introduced
Father Michael Dolan, who will
take over for Father Ray as
Catholic Chaplain at both
Trinity and the University of
Hartford.
Fr. Dolan graduated from
Assumption College with a
Bachelor's degree in History. He
received his Masters in Divinity
from St. John Seminary in
Massachusetts. Before accepting
his position at Trinity, he served
at Saint Mary's Parish in
Newington, Connecticut. Father
Mike already has family here at
Trinity; his brother Jim is a member of the class of 2006.

AT never wants to be "around" Wheaton after
Tuesday night, when a group of rodents decided to throw a party on the second floor.
Campus safety was called, and though their
swift appearance was appreciated, AT is still
wondering what the officer thought he was
going to do with that Dunkin' Donuts Box.
Lucky Cannons.

AT spotted some ladies dressed in white getting their freak on with the cannons on Friday
night. Throughout history, white has signified
Purity. Not anymore. But someone should tell
them that it's past Labor Day.
Diversity is on the Inside.

AT overheard a monumental moment in the
discussion of Race issues at Trinity. While listening to James Brown, one student with a
shockingly vast assortment of Brooks Brothers
ties made the comment, "I'm black on the
inside." See? No problem at this school.
Not so good at Disguising Identities.

Many students had a rude awakening at 3
a.m. when a group of pledges (at least AT is
through campus shouting, "St. Anthony's
Hall!" and being very careful to walk at right
angles. Now anyone who was woken up
knows where to go with complaints.
Spring Weekend Repeated?

Campus has been bumpin' at 3 a.m. recently.
Some people felt left out of all the pledging
goings-on and opted for an activity even dirtier than the cannon incident. Those who live
near the LSC quad woke up to the barbaric
sounds of mud wrestling. AT was sad that AT
wasn't invited, but it was probably better - AT
would have kicked some ass.
We're Going Streaking!

Oh, more late-night activity. AT heard rumors
of a pack of slippery buck-naked men running
wild. Did they have to buy economy sized
baby oil to cover all that man? AT is hoping
f o r a repeat performance. Can pledging please
last forever?
Communist Fire Alarms.

At was driven out of its dorm on Thursday by
what it thought was a legitimate fire alarm.
With its eardrums seriously shaken, AT
returned to find that the alarms were all a big
ploy for the school authorities to sneak into
unsuspecting students' rooms and take their
things, The whole scenario seems very Joe
McCarthy to AT.
Freshmen of a Feather Flock Together.

AT is a little perplexed. When AT was a freshman, people hung out in their rooms, not in
enormous packs outside of their dorms (Jarvis
and Jones/Elton in particular). Do this year's
freshmen actually like each other? Strange ...
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Diary of a Nostalgic Grad Cynics Not Beyond Hope
A Former Tripod Writer Sends an S.O.S. From the Real World and Rekindles an Old Features Partnership
participant in every single thing that 1 critit modestly at the bar, makes me just anothJENNY DUNN
icized.
er awkward, older student in a huge urban,
FEATURES EDITOR
Believe me, I'm milking the college
faceless campus.
Oh, hello. As you may recall, during
Oh, hi. Remember me? I used to have experience for all that it's worth. If the
Let me be clear that I am, in no way,
the forgotten year of the Dick Hersh era, I
a column at the Tripod. While I generally beautiful children that I have with my rich
insulting the graduate classes that I take.
used to have a column at the Tripod. Then, Actually, except for the ones I don't
wrote about serious subjects like the husband ever ask me about these four
years, they're going to be a time "that
proper use of fake IDs and the difficulties
of finding a rich husband, I would some- Mommy won't discuss."
It's okay to miss your college. It should be a reastimes team with another writer to produce
The only point that I'm trying to make
the occasional lighthearted "puff piece.
is that I don't have the perspective of an
surance of the quality of your education and the hap"awkward, older student in a huge urban,
But unlike Kevin Alexander, I didn't
piness of those years.
faceless campus," looking nostalgically
graduate. I'm still here, living the college
back on "the best time of my life." Which
life, descending into the hellish depths of
is, to be honest, sad. I'm not living in the
suddenly and unexpectedly, something horunderstand, I find them rather interest- Psi U for late night and then complaining
rible happened.
the next moming about having to pay to get past. I'm not even thinking that seriously
ing.
I graduated.
Yet there is something wrong with the the red marks of shame cleaned off of my about the future - 1 can do that later.
overpriced
Many of you are seniors and of those
picture here. The
I'm looking at the present, at this
Rainbow flip500 or so, I'm quite sure that a lot of you actual
school
moment, and in this moment I'm not havflops.
are ready to move on. You say cynical
smells and looks
ing "the best time of my life." In this
like my middle
things like, "Oh that's weird, I've never
And while moment I'm in my cubicle of a bedroom,
school, lockers
on a gorgeous, sunny day, and I'm trying to
been to the Tap before," or "I've already
I haven't yet
and all, and I
write 700 words. Can I be cynical about
taken Jewish Traditions," or possibly,
reached the
constantly feel
that, Mr. Alexander?
"without Kevin Alexander here my life is
pinnacle of
like I'm in an
not worth living."
my cynicism
The good moments, those times when
episode
of
about Trinity
Like you, I spent much of my senior
everything falls into place and suddenly I
^j
(I still have just know how much I love it here — those
year grumbling about the failures of this
DeGrassi Junior
institution.
are just moments too. They come and then
High (the only problem being that I have another year to do that), I have to say that
they're gone.
Like you, I made fun of those who
never actually seen the show). There is no from my point of view, life after college
common area, no source of communal couldn't possibly be so horrible and
dared come back on a weekend other than
So, as much as I hate to, I think that I'm
bonding, and worse, nowhere to play
Homecoming, saying, "Once I leave, I'm
campus golf.
gone for good. Can't they move on with
It's fim to go to Bourbon Street every Thursday
their lives? I mean, who are these people?"
I miss the gothic architecture of
night, isn't it? Well, I wouldn't know. Not that I'm
Well, sadly, now I am one of these peoSeabury and the cannon protected quad and
ple.
not having to show two forms of ID and
bitter about it.
take a number in order to check an email
As I write I am sitting in the Student
that
doesn't
even
include
friendly
Union of Boston University's campus. This
reminders from Jorge Lugo about how to depressing as to drive me back here. I'm
actually agreeing with a lot of what Kevin
place has four floors, 11 different commeravoid robberies.
serving my four years, and the day that I'm has to say. It's easy to get cynical here, to
cial eateries and more people sitting eating
get into a routine and to hate knowing (hat
at any one time than Trinity has on campus.
I miss having kids my age in classes set free will be a glorious, glorious day.
this is it, this is what you're going to be
Don't get me wrong: I don't hate
I'm not trying to intimidate you. It's really
instead of people that are either five years
Trinity. I wouldn't have been able to write doing here, over and over and over again.
older than me or trying to act that way.
not as cool as you may think.
But we have some choices.
I am a graduate student in the
"' I want to go to a library with leather a countless number of intelligent commentaries on the social and drunken phenomeChoice Number One: We can follow
Journalism school and my title, which I
chairs, fireplaces and a coffee shop..,.
na that occur here, had 1 not been an active
.vet COLLEGE on page 15
always believed sounded cool when I said
see LIVING on page 15

KEVIN ALEXANDER
ALUMNUS CONTRIBUTOR

Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT.

Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting!
Tuesday, September 23
Middlesex Community College — College English Instructor (2
positions); Director of Finance and Administrative Services
Connecticut Department of Correction — ABE/GED/Transition TeacherLibrary/Media Specialist
ESPN — Affiliate Marketing Fall Intern
Wednesday, September 24
FedEx Ground — Part-Time Package Handler
Friday, September 26
Color.37 — ON -CAMPUS Sales Representative
Mona Norfleet-Rahman — Weekend Childcare
Television Rental Company — Customer Service RepresentativeDanburyAVaterbury/Hartford Areas; Customer Service RepresentativeHartford and Farmington Areas
Green Mountain Club, The — Various Seasonal Jobs
Town of Cheshire — Building Maintainer
Monday, September 29
Travelers (Interviews on Campus 10/2/03) — Information Technology
Leadership Development Program (ITLDP)
Mesivta of Greater Boston — Chemistry Teacher

Wednesday, October 1 (continued)
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc. — Criminal Justice
Project Assistant
.... .
Friday, October 3
Abbe Museum — Various Internships (Full Time and Part Time)
SG Cowen (Interviews on Campus 10/9/03) — Investment Banking
Analyst
BrainMass, Inc. .•=- Online Teaching Assistant
Footprints Recruiting Incorporated — English Teacher- Korea, Taiwan,
China, Chile
Town of Greenwich — Entry Level Police Officer
Rhode Island Department of Health — Successful Start Project
Coordinator
SS&C Technologies, Inc. — Marketing Associate
Monday, October 6
Connecticut Policy and Economic Council (CPEC) — Director of
Marketing and Development
Concerted Efforts — Office Manager; Accounts Manager
.
Friday, October 10
CSN Stores — Customer Service Group
Town of West Hartford — Police Officer (Entry, Level)
Tuesday, September 30
US-Ireland Alliance, The — George J. Mitchell Scholarships
Abercrombie & Fitch — MIT/Home Office
UnitedHealth
Group — Proof Reader/Quality Analyst
Andover Companies, The — Underwriter
Border
Patrol
Agent
Y"VVCA
f
Manchester—Assistant
Teen Program Coordinator
o
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)
Capitol
Region
Council
of
Governments
(CRCOG) — Executive
Sears — Various Full-Time and Part-Time
Secretary/Administrative
Assistant
G E Financial Assurance Company — GE Financial Sales Agents
Travelers Life and Annuity -—Annuity Customer Service Representative
Inspirica Tutors—-Tutor
Congresswoman Nancy L. Johnson — Assistant to Congresswoman
Great River Greening — Project Administrator
Lexia
Learning Systems, Inc. — Research Associate
Clear Channel — On-Air Personality at WKSS, KISS 95.7
Council of Governments of the Central Naugatuck Valley (COGCNV) Senior Planned or Regional Planner
Merrill Lynch — Marketing Research Developer Intern
Wednesday, October 1
The ABC Radio Station Group — Radio Disney/Independent Contractor
(Radio Advertising Sales); Radio Disney AM1560 / Account Executive;
1050 AM ESPN Radio/Account Executive

Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Walk-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on
events, special programs and job listings
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t h e magic 8 Ball Heischman Steps into
Spiritual
Counselor
Role
g&ts a Eto

religious groups," he happily remarked.
With respect to diversity on campus,
Father Heischman said he feels "a special
responsibility to help religious groups that
may have trouble forging an identity on
campus, especially Muslim and Hindu students." There is the opportunity on this
campus for religious groups to come
together and share their viewpoints on both
campus and world issues. Religious diversity, he feels, is often one of the most overlooked aspects of diversity, Heischman
noted. "When people practice religion they
usually practice with people who think and
act like they do," an issue that also arises in
questions of racial diversity, he said.

AGLUAPJUQ
20 - P e a a u A f t y 18
Is Aquarius going to make it -through
pLedging? The Masic 8 E>alL says: As I
bee i t Y*S- You're not only going to make
it. Aquarius, you and the 8 &aLL are going
to make it together. i>o when your future
sbters or brothers call you at 4 a.m. for a
ride to the C^oldroc Piner, put a smile on
your face and just think of the hell you'll
give the next group of pledges.

PfSCGS
- MAR-CW 20

O u i - y 23 - A U G U S T 22

Is Leo going to get drunk at the Tap this
Weekend? The fv|agic 8 &aLL says. It is
PtfddsdLy bo. C,et your hangover remedies ready Leo. it's not looking good. &ut
can you do us aLL a faVor and make sure

that you don't decide to go hog Wild on
\Caraoke Night? The 8 &aLL has seen
enough drunk renditions of "I ViLL 6urvlVe"
to last a Lifetime.

V/ffcGO

JONATHAN CH£SN€Y

New Chaplain Fr. Heischman.

A U G U S T 23 - S E P T E M & E A . 22

ViLL Virgo hook up at a frat this WeekIs Paces going to get invited to a date
The Magic 8 &alL bays-. Yes,
party in the near future? The \v\aglc 8 end?
5all says: Ask Again Later. Y?u see, the P«finrW.y. There are enough frats at this
8 &all isn't sure that it can bring a date, school, and enough people in those frats.
since it's only a pLsdge and might have to that this shouLdn't be a difficult proposition in the Least. Just make sure you grab
act as Wait staff far awhile. E>ut hell go
ask his superiors and get back to you. bo a spot that's not too conspicuous - you
you Wait by that phone. Pisces. The 8
Wouldn't Want to be a subject for Around
E>aLL should be caLLing any minute now.
Trinity. Would you Virgo?

MAO.CH 2 1 5houLd Aries go to Tropical? The
8 &aLL says: Y « - The 8 E>all may just be
Working the door, but that's beside the
point. Vhy Wouldn't you goP There's
<iecei\V, Wozev <i«sc«at mi»atai?uvA a-vhaleLat #f people in skimpy clothing. Pius, if
your feet get dirty in the basement you
can just Wash them off in the kiddie pooL
Now isn't that convenient?

- OCTO&EA. 22
Is Libra going to give or receive a slap in
the face this Week? The Magic 8 E>aLL
says: &tftbr NtffcT-fLL You i W 8 b a l l s
not telling you because, if you're getting
Hius Map. ttAwan'i wajii t« cy]n your v ^ J f e
end now. and if you're giving the slap, weLL
We Wouldn't Want to mess With karma by
encouraging you to just go give out slaps.
That WouLdn't be Very nice.

TAUAXJS

SCGft.P(O

A p f u i _ 2 0 - M A y 20

OCTO&Eft- 23 - NJoVEM&EA. 21

Poes Taurus support diVersity?The
tvjagic 8 ball says: fofast UbsLy. Judging
rom aLL the various people the 8 trail's
seen you talking to at Late night, Taurus.
•o\i don't seem to discriminate, bo good
for you. You're one of the few people at
Trinity with a completely open mind - open
to anything, you say? The 8 &alL Will
have to see about that...

ViLL Scorpio go out on Tuesday night?
The \v\3glc 8 &aLL says: .Signs Point to
Y«S- l W . why not? As everyone's been
saying. "Tuesday is the new priday." Or is
priday the new Tuesday now? The 8 &alL
is a little behind on these things. Besides,
now that the OCs summer season is over,
what better things do you have to do on a
Tuesday night? ilomework?

GEMIMI

continued from page 1
irresponsive to the issues of the times. As
he talked about religion and religious
issues with his friends, much the same way
many of us do during times of great intellectual stimulation, he began to decipher
what he truly believed in and to question
what was really important to him. His
transition
from Methodist to
Episcopalian resulted mostly from the
friends with whom he spent time.
Father
Heischman hopes he can
engage in the same type of religious
dialogues with students at Trinity.
"Students have a tremendous voice and are
sometimes the real organizers behind [religious] groups," he said. For this reason,
Fr. Heischman would really like to get to
know what students need and want. He
does not want to start any activities that do
not interest students. "The model the col-

Opening up to inlerfaith dialogues and
learning about other religions is
one step toward learning about religious
diversity. "If I was to wish something for
students as to how they live their lives, I
hope they live their lives with integrity,
character and self- understanding,"
Heischman said, on a less religious note.
Rather than saying students should or
shouldn't be acting one way or another, it is
better to explore what it means to be a person of integrity and how that may fit into a
certain religious tradition, if that is appropriate.
Just from observing Trinity so far,
Heischman expressed some concern about
how students may be treating each other
and how we are treating ourselves. He
said he would not be doing his job if he was
not a voice of moral and ethical responsibility.
"It is so easy to get sidetracked on
issues, that we forget our responsibility to
ourselves to try to live our lives justly," he

REVITALIZE
P O W E R YOGA
THERAPEUTIC YOGA
GENTLE YOGA
HOT YOGA

SAGfTTAftJUS
Mov/ew&eft. 22 -

Is Gemini going to get with twins? The
IVjagic 8 E>alL says: Ovl&ooV Hekbfi C.06&.
Although the 8 &all is in a good mood as
a result of his bid, and it sincereLy Wishes
you the best in this endeavor, that's just
going a Little too far, CJemini. &ut hey,
everyone's gotta have a dream, so keep
your feet on the ground and keep reaching
for the stars.

ViLL .Sagittarius pull an alL-nighter this
week? The W{ag\c 8 &aLL says: Cannot
Predict h W . It really depends on your
decision to go out or Tuesday night or to
stay in. If you stay in. you'LL get aLL your
Work done and get a good night's sleep.
but if you go out you might just be out aLL
night - 8 ball never said that it Was Work
you'd be doing aLL night...

O u w e 21 - O u t - y 22
\ViLL Cancer ever make it into The ilead
Lounge? The tvjagic 8 &aLL says:
W/ithtfirt a Doubt. Congratulations.
Cancerl few people have Ventured into
The jJead Lounge - it's a step in the right
direction for you, The 8 &aLL Wants you to
stop by afterwards so the two of you can
toast this special occasion. L-ligh five,
Cancer, tligh five.

Is Capricorn going to make a huge party
fouL? The Magic 8 b a l l says: M /
•Sources .6ay He. You can do no wrong
this Week. Cappy. That gives you the right
to Laugh heartily at anyone who does hap^
pen to party fsuL bo get out that pointing
finger and keep an eye out for realLy drunk
people. You Want to get a front row seat
for the big falling down or spilling event.

W E S T HARTFORD YOGA
CLASSES STARTING 9 / 2 3
STUDENT DISCOUNT: $ IO PER CLASS
1ST CLASS FREE WITH AD
FOR FULL SCHEDULE VISIT OUR WEBSITE
WWW.WESTHARTFORDYOGA.COM
32 JANSEN COURT - NEAR NEW BRITAIN AYE.
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Life After College: Not All it's Cracked Up to Be
continued from page 13
I want to recognize professors and have
them say sarcastic things to me in the middle of the semester like, "Oh, Mr.

a Thursday.

Randomly, today I ran into another
Trinity graduate who is getting her Masters
in the Arts here and she immediately told

So my advice to you still in school is this: take a
moment and recognize what it is that makes your
college life so good.
Alexander, I didn't realize you were in this
class."
And yes, I do want to go to the Tap. On

me, "I went back to Trinity last weekend, I
couldn't stay away."
As she divulged her stories of partying

living the Good life Now
continued from page 13
the same old routine and just keep on being
cynical about it. Obviously not a great
choice.
Choice Number Two: We can accept the
routine and take it for what it is. There has
to be a reason that we do these things. It's

I meant every word. You can love or hate
this place while you're here, but when
you're gone, you're gone. And this is what
I think that Kevin missed: those good
moments happen anyway.
One day, Kevin Alexander, you'll be sitting in that Student Union at Boston

... life after college couldn't possibly be so horrible
and depressing as to drive me back here.
fun to go to Bourbon Street every Thursday
night, isn't it? Well, I wouldn't know. Not
that I'm bitter about it.
Choice Number Three: Do something
different. I know that I sound like a Pride
and Prejudice facilitator, but seriously.
Break the monotony. Get out of the bubble,
and I promise that you'll be able to recognize those moments, the good ones, more
often. Because they are there, they're just
easy to miss.
What I said earlier, about being ready
to move on and to never return, come
Graduation day - I'm not taking that back.

University, eating your Wendy's signature
salad, and something will just click. You .
won't know exactly why, and you won't
remember it later, but for that split second,
you'll just be happy. That's all. It's that easy.
And yes, he still works here, and he's
really cracking down. You must have your
ID if you want to enter Ferris. No questions asked.
See, you're feeling it now. That little
sparkle in your melancholy, graduate student day.
On that note, I'm going to go do a keg
stand. Peace.
; i .,
:

^^
You've Got News

at AD (a place I got into twice), jealousy
consumed me and 1 realized something.
It's okay to miss your college. It
should be a reassurance of the quality of
your education and the happiness of those
years. The reason I am writing this so soon
is because I know that, after several years,
college blurs into the "best time of your
life" with no actual discernible qualities.
But it is those qualities, I've come to realize, that make your college experience so
profoundly unique.
So my advice to those of you still in
school is this: every once in awhile, when

you're lying on the quad or yelling obscenities at Wesleyan basketball players, take a
moment and recognize what it is that
makes your college life so good.
Appreciate the fact that, if nothing else,
in that specific moment you love your
school.
And just understand that it's memories
like these that will keep you wanting to go
back long after you graduate.
So if someone could please tell me
whether that guy who checks our IDs in
Ferris is still here, I'd greatly appreciate it.
It's all I've got left.

Jules of Wisdom
Adluhe for Freshmen, Frown ...
m Fwethm&n???
Dear fules,

I have a huge crush on a guy that lives in my dorm. I know that we would
be perfect for each other, we like the same food and movies and our away
messages are even from the same Dave Matthew's song! The only problem is that he doesn't know that 1 exist... what do I do?
- faded in Jones

Dear Jaded,
Unrequited love, simply put, sucks. But take comfort in the fact that nearly everyone has been in your position before. Anyone who says that they
haven't memorized some hot senior's schedule so they could calculate
that exactly at 10:43a.m. he'd be walking by Mather when they were
walking to Chem class is outright lying. Not that I would know from experience orL anything ... Err, anyway, if you have less time on your hands,
eftfeane father-ways to pursue your man. ,When he's walking by in the
hallway, start up a conversation with your friend about something you
know he's interested in. Sooner or later he'll notice that there's a girl in
his hall who shares his penchant for DMB and The Fast and the Furiousl
Lunch is also a prime time to strike up a meaningful conversation with
your crush. While standing behind him in line you can casually debate th<
advantages of the hummus over the herbed cottage cheese. If that isn'
the start of a beautiful relationship, I don't know what is. And if all fails
then he's probably not the right guy for you. Try talking to the guy behind
you in Psych class who started wearing Dispatch shirts after you said they
were your favorite band...
.
Dear fules,

Get The Trinity
Tripod in your
Inbox
Register now on our website and automatically receive
an Email Edition of the paper with every new issue.
Headline News • College Sports • Campus Calendar
Local Weather • Daily Horoscope
It's the best way to stay informed... and it's free.

www.trinitytripod.com

I am having serious roommate issues. I know it's only the First month of
school, but I can't see how the two of us can continue living together
without one of us ending up lobotomized by the end of the semester. We
don't communicate, she never cleans, and basically seems to hate me
Short of making her transfer, how can 1 learn to live with the roommate
from hell?
- Freaking in Frobb

Dear Freaking,
Upon entering college, most people assume that they'll get one of two
types of roommates: someone who they'll connect instantly and be lifelong friends with for the next four years, or the type of person that leaves
trash on the floor, talks on the phone for hours and leaves new puke
stains on the carpet every weekend. The good news is that you'll have
plenty of time to find a new best friend. Unfortunately, you don't alway
get someone whose personality and clothing size is compatible with
yours. At this point, I'm sure you've realized that she won't be the maid
of honor at your wedding, so it's better to concentrate on just being civil.
Next time the trash gets full, pretend like you're busy working on you:
paper and just ask her to toss it out. She might take the hint and mayb<
even do it on her own next time. If you take a message for her from he
mom, use it as an opportunity to ask her what she misses from home. I:
she sees that you're making an effort, chances are she will too.
If you have a question for Jules, please send it to tripod@trincoll.edu.
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Open Mic Night At Cleo
Draws a Diverse Crowd
BAILEY TRIGGS
ARTS EDITOR
If you had decided to chance the rain
last Monday night and took a walk down
Vernon Street, something about the house
at 98 Vernon may have given you cause to
pause for a moment. Perhaps it was as simple as the warm red lights in the windows,
or the gentle cadence of a poem being read
that caught your attention. Perhaps it was
the strain of a song, the energetic improvisations of drums, trumpet, guitar, and cello
that made you stop and wonder to yourself,
what's going on at Cleo tonight?

able in the room) was the diverse group of
people collected there, spreading this positive energy. The people participating in the
open mic were as eclectic as the couches
and chairs that they sat on in Cleo's front
room. Hartford residents and Trinity students were equally mixed with a wide variety of ages represented from adult, to college student, to a young child (son of M.C.
Khaiim Kelly). In front of the fireplace, in
the center of the room were a microphone,
a small amp, and the invitation to share
your work with the welcoming crowd.
Once the couches had filled with eager

"... An artistic resistance against the monotony of
the day to day and a genuine attempt at unifying
Trinity..."
- Brian Friedburg'05
The answer is an exciting one for the
Cleo Literary Society, the campus, and the
Hartford community at large. When
Xando's, a coffee shop/cafe in Hartford
that was well know for its open mic and
karaoke nights, was raided by Hartford
Police for underage drinking in August,
they had to close their doors, postponing
indefinitely their open mic nights, while
they worked on straightening out legal
problems. That's when Cleo stepped in and
offered to open its doors to the displaced
Monday night open mic crowd. The rest is
history. The weekly event has been christened Invoice and has generated excitement
from both on and off campus supporters.
If the freestyle poetry and seductive
drumbeat that caught you on Vernon Street
had lured you up the stairs and into Cleo's
front room, the first thing that must have
impressed you (aside from, perhaps, the
energized, creative energy that was palat-

participants, Khaiim Kelly, the former
M.C. of the open mics at Xando's (and a
Trinity alumni) reprised his role as Master
of Ceremonies for Invoice. He spent the
night introducing the brave souls who had
put their names on the sign-up list; he also
provided his own impressive freestyle
poetry during the lulls and the pauses of the
night to keep the energy of the room flowing.
Throughout the course of the night,
almost every member of the audience took
center stage for a moment, if only to share
a brief poem or song. The most memorable
moments of the night came from the collaborative improvisations. While a poet
was freestyling on the mic, someone would
find the beat in the poem's flow and tap it
out on the drums. During one improvised
song, one of the performers described the
experience by saying: "it's like a conversance OPEN on page 19

Striinming Pool Sept. 21-23
. . .
(France, 2003) Swimming Pool is showing Americans what the
French already know: Francois Ozon is one of Europe's most exciting
new filmmakers. His first work in English has the trademark style of
earlier works like Under the Sand and 8 Women: a lurking sense of
danger, dark humor, and erotically charged psychodrama. The great
Charlotte Rampling plays an author of mystery novels who's cursed
with writer's block. Looking for renewal, she heads to her editor's
home in the sunny south of France. But sharing the house with the editor's sexually daring daughter (Ludivine Sagnier) leads to a mystery
that takes place not on the written page, but in real life. 102 min.
The Animation Show Sept. 24-27
(2003) Cinestudio presents the Hartford Premiere of The
Animation Show, a fantastic collection of short films produced by two
breakaway contributors to the Spike and Mike Festival, Mike Judge
and Don Hertzfeldt, Their intent is to give more control (and profits) to
animators. The achievement is an international festival of outstanding
films - including six Academy Award® nominees - that otherwise
might not get a chance to be shown on the big screen. Some of the
standouts include a couple blessed by an odd little gift from heaven
[Strange Invaders); a parking lot attendant's battle with a blade of grass
{Parking), a boy and his nasty-tempered red balloon (Billy's Balloon)
and a beautifully-drawn takeoff on a traditional Japanese Rakugo story
set in. modern Tokyo (Mt. Head). Presenters: Mike Judge and Don
Hertzfeldt. Animators include: Cordell Baker, Bill Plympton, Richard
Goleszowki, Jacek Dukaj, Ruairi Robinson, Mike Judge, Don
Hertzfeldt, Koji Yamamura. 95 min.
Northfork Sept. 26-27
(2003) The second film on the current Cinestudio schedule to be
made by twins (see The Eye) opens in Montana in 1955. The (already
desolate) town of Northfork is about to be submerged beneath the
waters of a giant dam. Evacuators traveling in a black sedan clear out
everyone but a few intransigent souls: a family in a homebuilt ark; a
priest (Nick Nolle), an abandoned orphan, and the four angels (including a hermaphroditic Daryl Hannah) who look over him. Northfork is
part David Lynch and part Wings of Desire, a gorgeously photographed dream of the haunted American West. "Stunning to look
at...the sheer strangeness of the Polishes' visions has the power to lure
you into an exalted daze" - Ty Burr, Boston Globe. 103 min.

ABI MOLDOVCR

An eclectic crowd gathers at Cleo for Monday's open mic night.

Bio-Dance Grips Crowd
continued from page 1
realized contained pictures of "his past
life," meanwhile, Kubrick's masterpiece,
2001: A Space Odyssey, began playing on
the projector screen behind him. This juxtaposition of images at first seemed somewhat arbitrary, and, according to Olivares
in the post-show discussion, it kind of was.
He wanted a film with pictures of nature,
but could find nothing but Odyssey at the
video store.
But as the movie kept playing, and
Tony began improvising around the spinning window, weaving in and out, all the
while wearing his suit, there was a curious

knows he would like to employ. Whether
or not all of these images are used is not the
point, but for the audience to be able to follow the performance in any way, certain
"positions" must be incorporated..
The gradual change in costuming of
Olivares is one of the aspects that, to a
degree, is planned out beforehand.
While the exact order of the costume
changes is likely to vary from performance
to performance, it goes almost without saying that costume changes in general take
place in each of the performances of this
piece.
The particular order of the changes in
sl

the»?shiS1W;'W-aS!*yei^*r:5t#Kiin'§f' and included

Olivares' exploration of the feelings
associated with leaving one life and discovering another was perfectly complimentary to Odyssey's juxtaposition
between the barren prehistoric land and the
excitement and fascination shown in the
space exploration.
While I was slightly disappointed at the
omission of sound from the movie, most
notably the wonderful opening "Also
Sprach Zarathustra" by Richard Strauss,
the soundtrack Olivares used was quite
wonderful of its own accords and created
definite contrasts to both the movement
and the film and assisted in adding a structure that would have been otherwise somewhat lacking to the piece. The music
seemed, to motivate the progression of the
performance, and dictate when Olivares
would move to another idea.
Now, I find it important to note here
that what Olivares was doing was not
"complete improvisation" (if indeed that
can actually exist) but rather a "structured
improv" in which his movement is free
within a certain framework, controlled in
part by the space, and certain images he

Olivares opening in his suit, then stripping
to nothing but white briefs (in which his
physicality was extremely evident and he
took on an almost primitively erotic look).
The next change involved Olivares
pulling up a large circular piece of cloth
over his hips, creating a long white skirt.
After losing that, he found a change of
clothing in his suitcase — jeans and a tshirt — and sitting back in the chair for the
first time since the beginning created an
interesting revisiting, where it was remembered how refined and successfuHooking
he had been in his suit. Looking through
the photographs again, he began-to throw
them away, and walked all around the
space tossing them in handfuls or one at a
time — a symbolic shedding of his life left
behind.
In spite of my criticisms, which are
ultimately insignificant compared to the
great strengths of the piece, Bio-Dance was
a powerful and gripping performance that
connected on a very intimate level with the
universal feelings of "leaving and leaving
behind" and of saying, "Hello — Goodbye.
Goodbye — Hello."

4r. i •
..

1 1
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The Philadelphia Story Sept. 28-30
(1940) Cinestudio pays tribute to Hartford's brightest star with a
special three-day screening of Katharine Hepburn in The Philadelphia
Story, After starring in the original play on Broadway, Hepburn bought
the film rights and hand picked her director, screenwriter, and co-stars,
in hopes of rescuing her Hollywood career. It's due to her guiding hand
and flawless performance that The Philadelphia Story turned out to be
an artistic - arid box office - triumph. Hepburn plays a wilful heiress
whose plans for getting married are thrown into an uproar by the
appearance of her first husband (Cary Grant) and a nosy reporter
(James Stewart, who won the Academy Award® for Best Actor). A
wonderful chance to see Hepburn's unique intelligence, beauty and
uncompromising spirit on the silver screen. 112 min.
ABI MOLDOVCR

A snapshot from the Seabury 47 performance by Tony Olivares.
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Three Men Mysteriously
Bound in Scipio's Dream
CHRIS BASLER
ARTS WRITER
"Julien Barneuve died at 3:28 on the
afternoon of August 18, 1943!" With this
jolting sentence, Iain Pears commences
The Dream of Scipio, one of the most fascinating books of the past year. As with his
previous bestseller, An Instance of the
Fingerpost, Pears balances multiple plots
and views. However, whereas Fingerpost
dealt with different views on one event,
(the murder of an Oxford professor in
1663) Scipio deals with three different men
in three different time periods, bound by
their setting. As the three stories progress,
however, it becomes apparent that the set-

again discovered by Julien and used in an
article he writes. The repercussions of tiiis
article are felt by all the characters in
Julien's storyline later on.
In the fifth century AD, the Visigoths
and the Burgundians swept through Roman
Gaul. Manlius, a shrewd and wealthy
pagan, realizes that the only way he can
save his property and his lifestyle is to use
the Church to his advantage. He converts
to Christianity and, in a short time, is elected bishop of Vaison. Though he feels nothing but disdain for the Church, it becomes
apparent that he must work with it in order
to protect his interests. Manlius is the most
mysterious character, and his character arc

The Dream of Scipio demonstrates how similarly
people can experience things.
ting: Provence, France, is not the only'thing
that binds these men together.
The three men are Julien Barneuve, a
historian in the occupied France of the second World War; Olivier de Noyen, a poet
living in Avingon at the height of religious
turmoil and the Bubonic Plague; and
Manlius Hippomaneses, a bishop in the
waning days of the Roman empire. The
novel sets up interesting parallels between
the three men, such as their relationship
with Jews. Manlius looks upon them condescendingly, almost with disdain. Olivier,
a Catholic poet whose patron is a Cardinal
eyeing the papacy, loathes himself for
falling in love with a Jewish servant.
Julien also falls in love with a Jew and
becomes even more committed to her after
the war starts. There are all sorts of smaller parallels that bind the characters together, including the book's namesake, a text
written by Manlius called The Dream of
Scipio. The text, translated by Olivier, is

is perhaps the most drastic, as he is put in
increasingly compromising positions. The
sections with Manlius are also made interesting by the interactions between Manlius
and his mentor, the captivating Sophia.
Throughout their complex relationship,
Manlius and Sophia discuss important
philosophical matters. The outcomes of
these discussions tend to affect not only
Manlius's actions, but also the other two
plots.
In the early 14 century, the Catholic '
church was in the middle of a schism, and
the Pope was holding court in Avingon. At
the same time, several Cardinals were
maneuvering to move the papacy back to
Rome. Into this tumultuous scene comes
Olivier de Noyen, a young poet who gains
one of the scheming Cardinals as his
patron. While assisting his artist friend,
who has been charged with painting a
mural depicting the- Saints Manlius and
see DREAM on p a g e 1 9 " ! ' "
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The cover art of Small Brown Bike's latest album, The River Bed.

TheRiver Bed Reviewed
JOSH CERRETTI
ARTS WRITER
In all honesty, when Small Brown
Bike's first full length album, Our Own
Wars, came out four years ago, I liked it. It
was straightforward, honest, and raw; however, it was little more than a direct rip-off
of Hot Water Music and their style. Over
the past year, Small Brown Bike has truly
come into their own, and never is that more
apparent than in their latest release, The
River Bed.
Small Brown Bike gained a loyal fan
base with their early releases by sticking to
a tried-and-true formula, driving guitars
crunching forward with little more than

power chords, octaves, and lots of palm
muting. The mid-tempo rock never strayed
from the raw emotion of singer/guitarist
Mike Reed's gravelly yell (with occasional
backing screams from his brother, bassist
Ben Reed). The band completely broke this
mold, while still staying true to the rock
medium, when last year's 10"-split with
the Casket Lottery was released. Smail
Brown Bike did an acoustic song with lap
steel guitar and an organ, as well as harmoniously singing, I dare say crooning, along
with the Casket Lottery on their supergroup cover of Queen and David Bowie's
"Under Pressure." With a new drummer on
. see SMALL on page J8

©INFORMATION SESSION!©INFORMATION SESSION

Graduate School Options

How to Apply
to-Law School

for PSYCtf 6L0qY Majors
If you are Psychology Major thinking about
Graduate School this one is for you!

M e e t

Come learn more about the graduate school
options and the admissions process from a
panel of experts.
WEDNESDAY
WEDNESDAY • September 24, 2003

September 24, 2003

4:00 PM

6:00 PM

At Career Services

At Career Services

©INFORMATION SESSION
Wednesday
September 24, 2003
7:00—9:00 PM
In the Career Services
Videoconference Room

SG Cowen

(Interviews on October 9th)

Meet Mark Leavitt'80, Managing Director & Group Head,
and Robert Cockburn'90, V.P. of Investment Banking.
Find out about full time jobs and summer internships with
this investment banking firm in NYC.
Refreshments served.

:

.. • •

: ••

Karen DeMeola
Director of Admissions at
UCONN Law School
to learn more about the application process
and how to make yourself stand out in a
competitive applicant pool.

LAW SCHOOL:
Trinity's Annual Law School Fair
Come meet law school admissions representatives from across the country
and learn more about their programs and the application process. If you are
planning to apply to law school during this competitive applicant pool, you don't
want to miss this opportunity.
v
Even if the law school you are thinking about applying
to is not here, you can still gain valuable advice and
insights from people who make the admission decisions!
THURSDAY
September 25,2003
1:00—3:00 PM
At Career Services

™
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Pirates of the Caribbean
Versus Mexican Thriller
this theme come at inopportune times and
make the film seem even more fragmented
ARTS WRITER than it actually is. The political sentiment
of the movie is basically: "The people end
This summer, Johnny Depp, voted one
up supporting and fighting for the president
of People Magazine's "Fifty Most
instead of the drug cartel, ergo drugs are
Beautiful People of 1996" starred in two
bad." The all-star cast includes: Antonio
movies. Formerly known for his portrayal
Banderas, Salma Hayek, Johnny Depp,
of Raoul Duke, the protagonist of Tim
Mickey Rourke, Eva Mendes, Enrique
Burton's psychedelic 1998 hit: Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas, or, more notably, in Iglesias, Cheech Marin, and Willem Dafoe.
This ensemble may look nice on paper, but
what I consider one of his best roles, as
the actors/actresses are placed in poorly
George Jung, the founder of the 1970s
developed roles with no room to display
American cocaine market in Ted Demme's
their true talents. The only satisfactory perBlow. This summer, Depp starred as the
formance was, of course, Depp whose bitlegendary Captain Jack Sparrow in Gore
ing sarcasm and funny (at times) one-liners
Verbinski's delightful Pirates of the
are the only redeeming quality of the
Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl
movie. Overall, I give this movie a C-.
and again as C.I.A. agent Sands in Robert
I've seen plenty of pirate movies and
Rodriguez's dreadful Once Upon a Time in
am usually disappointed, because they try
Mexico. I hope that the following parato be serious movies about piracy and yet,
graphs persuade you to forgo the $8.50 fee
at the same time, try to capitalize on the
at the local Crown Theaters for admission
popular pirate stereotypes (think ARRR!)
to Once Upon A Time... and to use that
without being able to accomplish both at
extra money for something more interestthe same time. I approached Pirates of the
ing and worthwhile-like spending that
Caribbean thinking that the pirates would
money to buy a gallon of paint, painting a
wall, and then watching it dry. On the other all sit around and sing "Yo ho ho ho and a
bottle of rum;" however, Pirates of
hand, I hope that any of you who haven't
Caribbean was wonderful in that it used
seen Pirates of the Caribbean go to the
local (heater or movie rental store to see an almost every single stereotype that other
movies have used but its reference to them
enjoyable film.
is in light-hearted mockery. It was refreshThe problem with Once Upon a
ing to hear Depp as Captain Jack Sparrow
Time... is that it tries to be too many difpraise "A Pirate's Life for Me" as being a
ferent types of films all at once. It is an
wonderful song that he has never heard of
action movie, a drama, and a political statebefore but should teach to all his men. The
ment all wrapped together. The only problem with a film of this nature is that no one other detail that makes Pirates of the
Caribbean memorable is the fact that most
genre is given a clear voice and everything
of the pirates are ghosts (how's that for
appears muddled. For example, there are
definitely some great action scenes, but the uniqueness in a pirate film?). Viewers are
cued in at the beginning that this isn't supfights in action movies aren't usually sepaposed to be a serious film about
rated by long stretches of Antonio
Banderas sitting on a rail plucking out an Blackbeard, Long John Silver, or Sir
unsatisfactory tune on his guitar. If the Francis Drake when Captain Jack Sparrow
sails into a port standing on the mast of his
movie wanted to be a drama, it failed
sinking ship.
because Trtost of the characters werepooriy
developed and the plot wasn't that dramatBlackbeard never wore eyeliner (that I
ic. The theme of revenge works on the
know of), but Depp was somehow able to
whole because those seeking revenge get it,
pull the look off and still come off as a
but the flashbacks that are used to express
see PIRATES on page 19

CAMERON MCGUIRE

Seabury 19 Theater: New Work Series
8:00 p.m., Monday, Sept. 22, 2003
Seabury Hall, Studio 19, 3 floor
Trinity alumnus Matthew Glassman '99 presents an original physical theater piece, a
work-in-progress based on improvisational exercises developed at the acclaimed
Double Edge Theatre in Massachusetts.
German Puppet Theater: Figurentheater Wilde & Vogel
8:00 p.m., Friday, Sept. 26,2003
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
The outstanding German puppetry duo Figurentheater Wilde & Vogel presents
"Toccata," a sophisticated, avant-garde look at the life of composer Robert
Schumann (1810-56). Presented in English, "Toccata" uses masks, marionettes, illusions, and texts from Schumann's diaries to depict his hallucinations and madness.
This is not, however, a historical piece, but rather a beautifully lyrical evocation of
the spirit of an artist, suffering and inspired, filled with stunning visions which open
worlds of dreams. Directed by Frank Soehnle, the haunting images are enhanced by
a live performance of Schumann's music. For more information, visit http://figurenthcater-wildevogel.de/ Presented in association with Maine's Figures of Speech
Theater, as part of their International Puppet Theater Festival Tour this fall. A presentation of the Guest Artist Series, Jeffry Walker, director.

MOVieS.YAHOO.COM

A character sketch of Johnny Depp in Pirates of the Caribbean.

Small Brown Bike Rocks
continued from page 17
hand, Small Brown Bike released the Nail
Yourself to the Ground EP this summer,
featuring more melody and variance in
tempos and mood.
This is not in any way to say that they
have strayed completely from the "Beard
Rock" formula, and the opening track of
The
River
Bed
proves
this.
"Deconstruct/Rebuild" is a killer; chaotic
yet with cohesive rhythm conducive
towards some serious head-banging. The
fourth track, "A Scream in Silence," is
another brutal account of heartbreak for
Mike Reed with a sing-along chorus of
"There's nothing for me here/ There's nothing in this cold heart/ There's a scream in
the distance/.And»it»sssteaipiwg me.apart."
The album has its more poppy tracks like
"Safe in Sound," the second song, and also
eerie and mellow cuts like "Sincerely
Yours."
The album art is disappointing, Small
Brown Bike has always tended towards
abstract landscape-esque art but with "The
River Bed" things look like a muddy mess.
It is applaudable that all the art is done by
bassist Ben's design company, Inner
Octave, but everything is just varying
shades of grays and browns with a sparse
appearance by some small object haphazardly placed in a corner. The disc itself
looks reminiscent of the toilet in a bus terminal after a rather sweaty fellow gets out
of the John.
What sets Small Brown Bike apart
from millions of other "hard rock" bands
that sing about girls, is the raw and plaintiff
style of the lyrics. It would be a disconcerting day to hear Coldplay sing lines like "I
can see it/ A picture of one cold, dark
cloud/ A mist around you to choke the
painful worlds/ Out of your crooked
mouth" and "We crush what's Coming/ We
can't recover/... Everything has made me
bitter." (From "Safe in Sound" and

"What's Missing is Dead" respectivelyand before you get offended, I like
Coldplay but somebody has to stop blasting
it from Summit North, I can hear "The
Scientist" all damn day).
Now what sets this album apart from
other Small Brown Bike albums are the
excellent guitar tones and backing vocals.
On their older albums, Mike Reed and lead
guitarist Travis Dopp relied on Gibson Les
Pauls with a crunchy distortion channel and
maybe a gain boost, never using any effects
or even a clean channel.
Now not only do both guitarists use
custom guitars that they built themselves, a
Telecaster for Reed and a Rickenbacker
Dakota for Dopp, but a variety of distortions, chorus pedals, and phasers all make
an appearance.
Bassist Ben Reed also plays a handbuilt custom that has one of the punchiest
and possibly most distinctive bass sounds
in indie rock today. All four members of the
band contribute lyrics and vocals to the
process, leading to a dynamic rarely seen in
any rock band.
At the core, The River Bed is plainly
good rock music. It is well produced and
moves from fast and heavy tracks like
"Scream in the Silence" to rolling the
rolling 6/8 rock of "A Declaration of Sorts"
and the lulling "Sincerely Yours" that has
almost an Alice in Chains quality. It doesn't beat you over the head with trite emotion, and it doesn't swirl through mindbending and disassociated sounds.
Quite simply, Small Brown Bike has
found a sound that is theirs and it works
well.
For further listening: Small Brown
Bike has two full lengths, two EPs, and a
bevy of old seven-inches; most are available on No Idea records. Other bands that
might interest a Small Brown Bike fan are
Hot Water Music, the Honor System, and
Planes Mistaken for Stars.

Join Rmema's #\ Student Tour Operator

Studio 47 Dance: Lesley Farlow
7:30 p.rn., Wednesday, Oct. 8, 2003
Seabury Hall, Studio 47, 3rd floor
Theater and Dance Professor Lesley Farlow performs two original works-inprogress. Exile is based on Euripides' tragic story of Medea (who murdered her children), and the analogous modern tales of Susan Smith and Andrea Yates. The second untitled piece, created for Lesley by award-winning video artist and choreographer Wendy Woodson, explores espionage, betrayal and the world in translation.
The Annual Musical-Theater Revue
Thursday, Oct. 16, 2003 • Sunday, October 19, 2003
Check Schedule for Showtimes
Austin Arts Center, Garmany Hall
This spirited revue features over a dozen performers in excerpts from Broadway
musicals of the 1940s through the 1980s, showing the evolution in musical and theatrical styles over several decades. This student production - celebrating the 27th
year of musical theater at Trinity - is directed by Professor Gerald Moshell of
Trinity's Department of Music.

JAMAICA

BAHAMAS
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Sell Trips, I earn Cash,
Go Free! Now Hiring
Call lor group discounts
I-800-648-4849/www.ststravel.com
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The Art of Video Games
GREG POLIN
ARTS EDITOR
The single resounding voice from
artists and philosophers alike declares:
"Everything is art!" Yet, everyday we feel
the need to separate art from life, creativity
from technical expertise, and aesthetics
from advertising. Therefore, to help end
this pointless and counterproductive delineating of culture (which is in essence indefinable anyway) 1 will select a random
commodity and describe its artistic nature.
Then you can go off into the world and do
the same ... it seems the random selection
process has left me with a partially empty
pizza box. Therefore, I think I'll just discuss videogames instead.
Videogames are one of the classic battlegrounds in arguments over art. Are the
games' designers just executives, advertisers, and programmers, or are they artists?
One certainly must admit that there is a certain degree of mere logistics thrown into
videogames.
Take, for example, a simple non-violent game that many of you may have
played, like Ecco the Dolphin. It was a
second-generation game that existed on
multiple systems including Genesis and
Super Nintendo (and it has recently been
reincarnated on the Playstation2). By second generation, I merely mean that it came
after Super Mario Brothers, but before
Mario64. •
•
Nonetheless, Ecco the Dolphin was a
videogame that held its graphics in high
regard. Therefore, the goal of many of the
programmers was simply to emulate an
actual ocean as much as possible given the
technology. I'm willing to concede that
this isn't a very artistic endeavor, but only
because I don't care much for realist works
of art (recreating with a brush what a child
can do with the click of a camera seems
like a waste of time to me, but that's just
my opinion).
Along the same lines other programmers simply had to put down the proper

code to make Ecco function in accordance
with a videogame controller, and a third set
of programmers had to make sure that Ecco
responded to his environment as a dolphin
should. Finally, yet another group (probably the same programmers as did everything else; I'm taking a logistical approach
to the making of the game) gave simple
repetitious movement to all of the computer-controlled characters. This allows for
the human player to then learn these patterns in order to successfully navigate Ecco
through the game's many levels.
On the other side of the coin, the
game's designers created a very long story
about Ecco saving his species by gaining
the power of ancient and powerful talking
crystals. Whether it's a good story or not is
a moot point. The story is at the very least
creative, and has no bearing on market
structures or advertisements.
The story came purely from the imagination of individuals whose soul purpose
was to create an entertaining story. If this
is not enough, the structure of the game's
levels, the extra abilities Ecco gains, and
the music to which the game is set, were all
created purely for entertainment value, and
only from an artistic point of view.
Therefore it cannot be denied that
videogames are indeed art.
We also now have a new criterion for
judging what's art: What is the intention of
the work? However, this is a very dangerous criterion to use. An example of where
it may get you into trouble would be when
viewing a documentary film about the poor
state of Medicare in our country. The
intention of the filmmaker was not to be
artistic, but to spur social change.
Therefore if you set our new criterion to
this film it wouldn't be considered art, but
merely politics. So you have to be careful
when judging commodities based on intention.
Although, it is possible for art, and
videogames for that matter, to be both artistic and political at the same time. Take for
example the notorious game that recently
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Ecco the Dolphin for the Sega Genesis System.
came out for the Playstation2, Grand Theft
Auto: Vice City. As I have proven above, a
videogame is artistic for the story alone, if
not more. However, this game does more
than tell a simple story. It allows the player to take part in the workings of a realistic
city, and in particular the workings of drug
trafficking, assassinations, and car chases
from the side of the criminal.
It immediately has political undertones
purely as a portrayal of a society laced with
crime. It then gained more political attention when it became the best-selling video
game of all time. Something about human
nature was suddenly apparent.
On some level we, as a species, crave
violence. The politics entered the picture
when the following question came up:
should individuals be allowed to act on
these baser emotions, even in an imaginary

setting, or should they be fully suppressed
at all times? I'm not going to share my
opinion, but it can be plainly seen how
videogames breed politics.
What's really interesting is that this
particular videogame is also known as one
of the most artistic. An entire story, with a
script longer than most films, went into
Grand Theft Auto.
If this is not enough the game boasts
eight or nine radio stations that the player
can listen to whenever s/he is in a car that
together contain over eleven hours of nonrepeated music and dialogue. This game is
a work of art that contains other culturally
accepted works of art. It's kind of interesting that the game with the greatest politics
is also the game with the deepest levels of
aesthetic integrity. However, I think I'll
just leave it at that.

Pirates the Summer Pick
continued from page IS
somewhat credible pirate. After having
seen Pirates of the Caribbean, I am of the
impression that Depp was born to be a
pirate. Depp's one-liners and facial expressions in this movie not on\y make the film
humorous,..buHiis stellar performance also
helps to detract my attention from some of
the lesser performances, such as Keira
Knightley's (Bend It Like Beckham) portrayal of the governor's daughter, Elizabeth
Swann. She is basically the "it" girl who is
the romantic object between Orlando
Bloom (.Lord of the flwgj Trilogy) and Jack

Davenport (The Talented Mr. Ripley).
Knightley's father, played by Jonathan
Pryce, is probably the most disappointing
character of all because he becomes caught
in a quagmire between being humorous and
being serious.
This is a film that will surely buckie
your swash because of its humor, but it
isn't a film that I would consider excellent
by any means - it's just the better of the
two Johnny Depp films that were released
this summer. .
Overall, I give Pirates of the
Caribbean^ B.

Open Mic a Big Success
Public Policy
Literature

History
Sociology
Art History
Women's Studies

Environmental
Studies

The Swedish Program
Hamilton College, 198 College Hill Road, Clinton, New York 13323
1

(315) 737-0123;

www.swedishprogram.org

continuedfrom page 16
tion." Towards the end of the night, when
the energy of the crowd was at full force,
the couches and chairs were pushed back to
create space for breakdancing in the center
of the room that was inspired by the improvised music. At one point, music, poetry,
and dance fused into one performance,
with almost everyone in the room contributing their own talents in some way.
Invoice begins, 'loosely' every Monday
night at 10 p.m., before which chessboards
are brought but for the entertainment of the

readers and performers. Cleo also provides
coffee and juices for the open mic participants for a nominal fee. Cleo member and
co-organizer of the event, Brian Friedburg
'05, said that it was exciting to see the
whole house rallying behind the open mic
nights, which for him represent "an artistic
resistance against the monotony of the day
to day and a genuine attempt at unifying
Trinity and the surrounding creative community." But perhaps Kelly described
what Invoice was all about best when he
said: "We just express ourselves."

Dream is a Real Journey
continued from page 17
Sophia, Olivier becomes involved with a
Jewish mystic and his mysterious servant.
Shortly thereafter, the Bubonic Plague
sweeps through Avingon, and no one is
safe.
In many ways, Olivier's story is the
most compelling, not only because it is the
link between the other two stories, but
because of all the historical settings, his is
the most urgent. Pears' description of the
decimated Avingon, as well as his portrayal of the increasingly paranoid citizens, is
vivid and terrifying.
Julien's story line concerns itself not
only with his scholarly work on Olivier and
Manlius, but with his increasing involvement in the politics that surround him. He
is primarily motivated by his love for Julia,
a Jewish artist whose father befriends
Julien. Julien also finds himself trying to
reconcile two old friends, one radical, the
other conservative. Though his primary
concerns are Julia and his research, Julien
finds it increasingly difficult to avoid the
changes sweeping his homeland. Before
he knows it, he is inadvertently caught

between two sides, while he never truly
supports either. Soon he finds himself making painfully difficult choices that further
divide him from his old life.
In reading this book, I found only one
minor problem. The first is that the alternating narratives take a little while to get
used to. Because of the large number of
characters in the book, I found myself flipping back to earlier parts to try and recall
who a certain character was and which
story he was in.
The Dream of Scipio is a fascinating
and thoroughly thought provoking book.
Reading it, one cannot help but wonder at
the scenes where one character almost
appears to reach out and touch another in a
different time.
An Instance oftJte Fingerpost stressed
how differently people can observe things.
The Dream of Scipio demonstrates how
similarly people can experience things.
The three protagonists, each caught in a
dark moment of history, are all linked
together in their search for the light. And
whatever the time, that search is always
engaging.
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"Eat and Be Eaten: Compassionate
Cannibalism in Native Amazonia"

Lyrical Landscapes: Poetry and
Painting

CHINESE - 12 - i p.m. - Fridays - Hamlin
Hall

The Department of Fine Arts presents an
exhibition bringing together the work of five
prominent landscape painters: Lennart
Anderson, Lois Dodd, Sylvia Plimack
Mangold, Paul Reskia and Albert York. The
show, currently on display, runs through Oct.
22.

FRENCH - 12 -1 p.m. - Mondays - Hamlin
Hall

Vanderbilt University Anthropology
Professor Dr. Beth Conklin will speak
about her time spent amongst the Wari\
an indigenous tribe of Western Brazil.
Until the 1960s the Wari" funeral rites
included the consumption of the
deceased's flesh as a way to show respect
and compassion. The lecture will challenge both the stereotypes of cannibalism
as a negative symbol and the issues of
death and mourning in western society.
4:15 p.m. - Sept. 24 - McCook
Auditorium
Instructive Comparisons: Gender and
Race Relations in Trinidad and Tobago
As part of our campus-wide diversity
initiative, Displacing Privilege, Sheila
Rampersad will give the above titled lecture. Rampersad, a visiting Fulbright
Scholar, is a lecturer in Languages and

Convener of the non-governmental
organization, Working Women.
7 p.m. - Sept. 24 - Faculty Club

ITALIAN - 12:15 - 1:15 p.m. - Thursdays Mather/Bistro

rf,
erlormances
"Toccata"
Award-winning German puppetry duo
Figurentheater Wilde & Vogel presents
"Toccata," a look at the life of composer
Robert Schumann (1810-1856). "Toccata"
uses masks, marionettes, illusions and excerpts
from Schumann's diaries to depict his hallucinations and madness. General admission is
$15, 110 seniors and non-Trinity students.
Free with Trinity ID. Information: (860) 2972199 or visit www.AustinArts.org.
8p.m. - Sept. 26 - Austin Arts

Rights in Theory and Practice and Realism
and international Relations. '•

5 p.m. • Sept. 25 - McCook Auditorium

j"T*
25?

ff\

RUSSIAN - 12 - 1 p.m. - Tuesdays - Hamlin
Hall
SPANISH - 12 - 1 p.m. - Thursdays - Mather

Opening Monday, Sept. 22:
Head over to trie Underground to enjoy
their assortment of not and cold beverages as well as a variety or pastries. A

Head over to the Bistro on Saturday night to
see comedian Mike McDonald for some
laughs.

great place to do your homework., hang
out with friends, or just take a little break
in between classes. Look for upcoming
events!

Miscell;
sce.LJ.aneo u s

CLASSIFIED

OSAAC Friday Night Movie Series
Just $5 for a ticket and transportation to
Crown Palace Theater. Bus leaves at 9 p.m.
Sign up at Mather Front Desk.
Trinity Latin American Film Series
La virgen de los sicarios (Our Lady of the
Assassins) is an ode to Medelli'n, Colombia, a
place of aching beauty and poverty.
Fernando, a fiftyish writer, has returned to lhe
city after a 30-year absence with the stated
aim of dying there. This film gives a mesmerizing sense of reality and shock. Life and
death balance on the edge of a machete
stroke, and a seemingly beautiful Fireworks
display is really just a smoke signal relaying
the success of a recent cocaine shipment. In
this world, beauty masks the real horrors. 98
min., Spanish with English subtitles.
7:50 p.m. - Sept. 24 - Life Science Auditorium

Tuesday - September 23
9:30 p.m. Banquet - Main Chapel

Thursday - September 25
6:30 p.m. ZEN Meditation - Crypt Chapel

Wednesday - September 24
Noon Roman Catholic Mass - Crypt
Chape!
5 p.m. Carillon Lessons
6 p.m. Change Ringing Lessons

Friday - September 26
A p.m. Reception for Fr. Ray Smialowski

bcsppenfogs

JAPANESE - 12 - 1 p.m. - Thursdays Hamlin Hall

The Bistro Presents: Mike McDonald

Human Rights Program 2003 Lecture
Series
Join Professor jack Donnelly for "The
Philosophical Foundations and Social
Construct of Human Rights," the first of
three lectures in the Human Rights series.
Professor Donnelly is the Andrew Mellon
Professor of International Studies at the
University of Denver. Donnelly received
his doctorate from the University of
California at Berkeley, where he wrote
his dissertation on the development of
the concept of human rights. He continued his work by continuing to write on
various aspects of the field, including the
theory of human rights, the development
and functioning of international human
rights regimes, human rights and development, humanitarian intervention, and
democracy and human rights. His published works include Universal Human

HEBREW -12:40 -1.30 p.m. - Tuesdays Hamlin Hall

1p.m. - weekdays - Widener Gallery, AAC

Literature at the University of the West
Indies, St. Augustine and the Deputy Co-

GERMAN - 11:30 - 1 p.m. - Mondays Gallows Hill

Sunday - September 28
1 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass
5:15 p.m. Trinity VESPERS with Chapel
Singers
6:05 p.m. Holy Eucharist Service - Friendship
Chapel

Legally blind student seeks Juniors or
Seniors who know APA format to assist in
library or computer lab at CCSU and
sometimes at home writing papers and
taking exams. $io/hr. 860-231-9505.
Ask for Mona.
Spring Break 2004 -Travel with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator to Jamaica,
Cancun.AcapuIco, Bahamas and Florida. Now
hiring on-campus reps. Call for group discounts. Information/Reservations 1-800-6484849 or www.ststravel.com.

Spring Break '04 with Studentcity.com and
Maxim Magazine! Get hooked up with Free
Trips, Cash, and VIP Status as a Campus
Rep! Choose from 15 of the hottest destinations. Book early for FREE MEALS, FREE
DRINKS and 150% Lowest Price Guarantee!
To reserve online or view our Photo Gallery,
visit www.stiidentcity.com or Call 1-888SPRINGBREAK!
A SPRING BREAKER NEEDED
2004's Hottest Destinations & Parties
2 free trips/high commissions
sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
A "Reality" Spring Break
2004's Hottest Prices
Book now...Free Trips, Meals & Parties
www.sunsplashtours.com or

1-800-426-7710
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Men's Soccer Rolls On Bantams in the Crowd
continued from page 24
battle- Coast Guard is probably the most fit
team out there.
Although we probably should have
won, our coach had no complaints because
the effort was all there- everyone running
up and down the field. It was a tough
game, we should have won as we're definitely more skilled, but sometimes you
play well and don't win."
On Saturday September 20 the men
faced Colby and tied with them 2-2.
They came back from being down 2-0
to score two goals and end the game in a
tie.
This tie brings Trinity to an overall
record of 1-1-2 a very respectable start for
the season.
"We wish that both of those ties were
wins," Cross said, "but our defense is holding strong and the offense is sure to pick up
in the future."
The men's soccer team has many big

games coming up; Western Connecticut on
Wednesday September 24 and Williams on
Saturday September 27.
Although they are traveling for the
Western Connecticut game,they are playing Williams at home.
This is likely to be an exciting game
and the students of Trinity are encouraged
to go and cheer on their athletes to victory.
Soccer is one of the oldest programs at
Trinity - men have been competing at the
varsity level since 1936.
Every year Trinity recruits many
skilled athletes to the soccer program and
this year is no different.
The roster is full of talented soccer
players who will try to bring their team
success on the field this fall.
On Saturday the Bantams will face a
strong and resurgent Williams squad that
beat the Bantams 6-1 in their last meeting.
The game is scheduled for 12 pm on
Campus Field.

One only needs a glance to see the Michael
Blair is an athlete. Which sport he plays may
not be as obvious, since he competes in three
sports as a Trinity Bantam. Fall season means
its time for football, in the winter he'll wrestle,
and when springtime comes back he'll be back!
on the field, discus in hand. Not only does .he
participate in three sports, Blair dominates in]
all three. Last fall Blair was named NESCAC
Defensive Rookie of the year playing football!
from his defensive-end position. When askedj
about what he was best at, he could only hesitate, and wonder why he couldn't be best at:
both wrestling and football, until he stopped
and realized out loud, " ... well wrestling probably helped my football ability, like how to
gain control of the body." But wrestling has
not only been a stepping stone for Blair, who
was an All-American last year as a freshman
heavyweight, and helped propel Trinity into
the national rankings for the first time ever.
This weekend versus Colby, Blair recovered a
fumble and ran it back 15 yards foi a pivotal'
touchdown in the fourth quarter.

SARAH THIEDE

Midfielder Jared Rubin '04 searches for a cutting teammate.

Defense Critical in W.
continued from page 24
receiver Bradley Soules for a six-yard
touchdown.
After Colby blocked the ensuing extrapoint kick, Trinity went into halftime with
a 16-0 lead.
.:
After neither team scored in the third
quarter, Trinity's offense reached the end
zone again on Davis' run late in the fourth
quarter.
Greg Tanner, who was named
NESCAC defensive player of the week,

bled 15 yards into the end zorje and added
a touchdown to put the then 16-0 game
even further out of reach.
The defense was successful in creating
turnovers on numerous forced fumbles, and
also creating problems against Colby's
punt team.
Blair finished the game with four tackles and a sack, not to mention a recovered
fumble returned for a touchdown. Senior
linebacker Fernando Cuartas contributed
with five tackles.

"We went out with a basic game plan and executed..."
- Jared Carillo 04
was the epitome of Trinity defense
Saturday at Colby. A senior co-captain,
Tanner recorded a game-high 14 tackles
including 2.5 for losses and forced two
fumbles.
Trinity's stingy defense allowed just
154 yards of total Colby offense and early
in the final quarter scored a touchdown
when sophomore defensive-end Mike Blair
stripped the ball from Colby senior quarterback B.J. Lippert, after a stifling tackle by
senior linebacker Mark Padilla. Blair rum-

Next weekend Trinity faces the
Williams College Ephmen in what may be
the biggest game of the year. Along with
being the home-opener for the Bants,
Williams was responsible for the Bantams'
sole loss last year, and thus stole half of the
league title.
Williams returns its starting quarterback Joe Reardon, who was the NESCAC
offensive player of the year in his junior
season. Reardon threw for 267 and four
touchdowns against Trinity last fall.

'06

JONATHAN CH€SN£Y

With five minutes left at Colby College on
Saturday afternoon, Sarah Thiede was playing
up from her usual defensive soccer position
and found herself in an unlikely situation. "I'm
never usually in scoring position, I play
lefense, but I slid into the ball after the cross
ny forward Kristen Geiger'05], saw it hit the
ght post and roll in." One thing Thiede is
accustomed to is playing in big games for
pood teams. As a senior captain at Parkland
ligh School in her hometown of AUentown,
•"enn., Thiede led her team all the way to a
number 12 national ranking before being elimnated in the state semi-finals. Thiede started
rom humble beginnings as a third grader playing youth league soccer and intramurals, and
Lippreciates the fact that she worked her way
iip the ranks aU the way to playing collegiate
level soccer. When the Tripod got personal and
.isked where to find her on a Saturday night,
•-he told us, "With members of my team - the
iiond between us is unparalleled, but wherever
the night takes us ..." She also mentioned
WiLiYANa ^ a n c e P a r t ' e s several times.

Hailing from Marin Country, Calif., Kate
Hunter started playing volleyball only after
several friends urged her to give it a try. Until
then, Hunter had only played basketball and
soccer, but luckily got involved in volleyball
early enough to become her team MVP twice
and 1st team all-league in Jier senior year of
high school. On top ofthat, Hunter was named
the Marin Independent Journal Female student-athlete ofthe year. Now that she is junior
captain for Trinity, her goals are even'higher.
"I was 2nd team all-NESCAC last year, my
goal is to be 1st team this year." Her goals for
the team are the finish above .500 in what she
sees as a crucial building year for the very
young but talented squad. "It's fun being captain - you have your girls looking up to you ...
, I love my team, but there's a lot more responsibility." Getting into the college program has
been her most major accomplishment. Hunter
also wants to play volleyball beyond her
Trinity career, where she plans to play "grass
doubles, indoor leagues, and possibly the
international leagues."

KATE HUNTER *OS

JONATHAN CHeSNEY

Women's Soccer to
Face Williams Saturday

JCNAI.ANCHtShCY

Football's title defense starts on the practice field.

MIKE BLAIR

continued from page 23
Salottolo scored the game's first goal off an
assist from junior midfield Nicole Mauger.
Unfortunately, from then on the team
suffered and ten minutes later gave up the
lead. The Bobcats had-a number of chances
to take the lead but were turned away at'
key moments including an impressive diving save by Brenrta Shields (six saves) with
just under six minutes to play.
On the ensuing corner kick, the ball

landed in front of the Trinity right post and
was struck in by a Bobcat to give their team
the 2-1 lead.
Bates scored their last goal with five
seconds remaining improving to 2-0-2
while the Bantams dropped their first game
of the season, falling to 4-1.
This week the Lv ! Bantams will face
the-Williams College Ephs on Campus
Field in their third NESGAC matchup in a
row.
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Men's Golf Has Shot at Improving Drastically
JESSE TURCOTTE
SPORTS WRITER
At the Farmington Woods Country
Club, the Trinity Bantam golf team has
been practicing for what they hope is a very
competitive season.
After a disappointing 6th place finish
in last year's New England Small College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC)
Championships and a 24th finish in the
2002 New England Intercollegiate Golf
Association (NEIGA) Championship, the
Trinity golf team is looking to improve in
this 2003-04 season.
The squad is coached by Bill Detrick,
who is entering his 13th season as head
coach. Detrick is a graduate of Central
Connecticut State University, and he later
became a very successful men's basketball
coach there. In fact, the gymnasium at
Central Connecticut now bears Coach

The 2003-04 line-up is led by senior
co-captains Peter Munsill (2002-03
Cleveland Golf Ail-American Scholar) and
Andrew Eastman, who were both top 20
finishers in the NESCAC Championships a
year ago.
Munsill also recorded a career-best
score of 156 over two rounds in the NEIGA
in Cape Cod, Mass.
He finished seventh overall in the
Worcester Tech Invitational Tournament
and 14th in the NESCAC championships
last season.
"We're hoping to be one of the top
three in the NESCAC this year, and I think
we have a legitimate shot at being the #1
team in the league," said senior co-captain
Peter Munsill. We want to be able to compete with Williams and Middlebury. Most
of the tournaments are played up in
Williamstown (at the home course of
Williams College), so to compete with

"I think we have a legitimate shot at being the #i
team in the league."
- Peter Munsill '04
Detrick's name.
Coach Detrick was also named the
NESCAC Coach of the Year after guiding
the Bantams to a fifth-place finish in the
league championship. He is a relaxed
coach and does not put too much pressure
on his golfers.
Freshman George Boudria agreed,
"Golf is a sport that already has enough
pressure.
A coach that doesn't put too much
pressure on you is good because it's one
less thing to worry about." Coach Detrick
believes that this year's team can be one. of
the top 10 teams in New England this fall
season, and his players agree.

Upcoming Events:

2
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them at their home course would quite an
accomplishment," he added.
Other top returnees include seniors
Brian DiMenna and Jon Shoemaker, and
juniors Adam Cohen and Jay Pulaski. The
newcomers to the team are also expected to
contribute immediately.
Sophomores Matt Lipton and Chris
Elia join freshman John Cosgriff as three
more young golfers that hope to help the
Trinity Golf Team.
However, the top newcomer to this
year's team is freshman George Boudria,
who has been playing golf since he was
five years old.
Boudria finished ahead of all Trinity

golfers at their first tournament with a 29th
place finish at the Central Connecticut
Invitational on the 13th of September.
"I've been hitting the ball pretty solid,"
said Boudria, "My short game is saving me
a lot."
Boudria also commented on his first
thoughts of the team: "The transition into
college golf is big," he said, "but there is
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good senior leadership and great team
unity, so that helps the newcomers develop
their games."
The 2003-04 golf season looks promising, with a rare combination of senior veterans and rising stars.
This weekend the golf team heads back
to Williams for the second time in two
weeks.

s
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Trinity wants to sit atop the NESCAC standings.

Games of the Week:

Williams comes to Town
Golf
9/24 - ECAC
Football vs. Williams
Qualifying
Football looks to even the
Tournament
score against last year's cochamps. There won't be sharing
9/27 @ Williams this year.
Men's Soccer vs. Williams

Men's Soccer
The Bantam men hope to put
9/24 @ Western themselves in contention versus
tough league opponent.
Connecticut

| | |

|||||^|

Women's Soccer vs. Williams

Men's Tennis
9/23 @.
Wesleyan
9/26 @ MIT
Field Hockey
9/27 vs.
Williams
Women's Tennis
9/26 @ Bowdoin
Women's
Volleyball
9/24 @ Eastern
Connecticut

The girls might go all the way
this year, but not before this
tough early-season test.

As a student, you need all the value and convenience you can get. That's
why we created the Totally FREE Student Checking'account. It's easy to
access and, like the name says, totally free. You'll get a great account with
lots of features that fit your lifestyle, like;
•
•
•
•
•
•

No minimum balance requirement
No monthly maintenance charge
FREE Visa®CheckCard
No fee to use other banks' ATMs nationwide"
FREE NetBanking and FREE BillPay
FREE incoming domestic wire transfers

Plus, when you open your new account, we'll give you an exclusive
"Thank You" Gift and enter you in our Just 4x4 Fun Sweepstakes—you
could win a |eep a Grand Cherokee! To open your Totally FREE Student
Checking account, visit us on the Web, call l-877-SOV-BANK or stop by
one of our conveniently located Community Banking Offices today.

Sovereign Bank
l-877-SOV-BANK

sovereignbank.com

Rg is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporation
•After starter checks, students purchase checks. " A T M owner may charge a separate fee. U.S. transactions only
Visit your nearest Community Banking Office for sweepstakes details. No purchase required.
Member FDIC
&2Q01 Sovereign Sank
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Held Hockey Having Rough Year W. Soccer
Loses Erst
the nation.
Sophomore forward Caitlin French and
freshman forward Jessica Baker scored the
first goals of the season for the Bantams.
Under Head Coach Anne Parmenter,
Baker's goal was also the first of her collethe 2003 Trinity College field hockey team
giate career. Goalkeeper Giliespie also
is trying to qualify for its first NESCAC
made 14 saves in the net for the Bantams.
Championship Tournament. Last year's 311 record should have an asterisk next to it
While the end result was a loss,
as Trinity dropped eight games by a single
Grabowski had some positive things to say
goal, including four in overtime.
about her squad: "We've never played better this early in the season before," said the
captain. "We have a very positive outlook
"We've never played better this early in the
and personally I've never played on such a
good field hockey team before. Even
season before... We have a very positive outlook..."
though we are a young team, which I think
speaks for itself. We've got such a talented
- Kristen Grabowski '04
team that we are pumped to continue on
with our season, especially our two games
this weekend."
closer than the score indicates. "Clark was
Trinity has plenty of talent and experiThe Bants most recently beat Bates 4-2
ence this season and is ready to tackle one
a physical team but we felt we could have
of the toughest schedules in the nation and
played better and won," said Grabowski. in Lewiston, Maine after their Saturday
come out with a winning record.
Trinity fell to 0-2 Wednesday with a 4-2 loss at Colby. This weekend, the team will
stay on campus to face Williams.
The Lady Bants are lucky enough to
loss to Middlebury, the 8th ranked team in
play their home games under the lights on
the Robin L. Sheppard Field, which has
shortly become one of the premier artificial
surface facilities in New England.
Trinity should have a stingy defensive
unit in front of senior co-captain goalkeeper Gwen Gillespie. Senior Meriden Daly
and junior Ayres Heller each started every
game last fall, while sophomores Teagan
Henwood, Joanna Confalone, and Julia
Hoppock should see significant playing
time.
•
The incoming freshmen will also have
the chance to step up and make some serious contributions at the remaining positions.
Two starters return at forward, as senior co-captain Kristen "Sh-te" Grabowski
and classmate Jennifer Latiff accounted for
over 50 percent of Trinity's points in 2003.
In the midfield, junior and two-year
JONATHAN CHESNEY
starter Katy Byron anchors a young but talented unit. Senior Amanda Jones and sophTrinity Field Hockey will face a tough NESCAC foe in Williams.

DAVE BUCCO

SPORTS WRITER

omores Caitlin French and Margot Kearney
were all starters in 2002, and will be asked
to help lighten the offensive load with production.
Gillespie, a NESCAC All-Academic
selection, has 191 career saves under her
belt coming into this season before she
added 12 saves in an opening day loss to
Clark University.
The Bants lost 3-0 in a game that was

continued from page 24
Geiger, who is hailed as one of the fastest
players in the NESCAC, will also provide
help on foreword while also helping to support the Bantam midfield this season.
Heading up the midfield this season
will be senior captain Kate Salottolo, who
is a very talented and versatile player. She
will bejoined by sophomores Chelsea King
and Jessica Hanson who were both vital
contributors to the team during their freshman seasons.
In goal this year, the Bantams will be
supplied with two outstanding athletes.
Juniors Brenna Shields and Katherine
Mahoney will be with the Bantams for the
third straight season. Last season Mahoney
was 3-1 in seven games, posting 37 saves
while Shields played 10 games for three
shutouts, 67 saves and a 1.63 GAA. The
two should supply all the coverage the
Bantams will need this year in goal.
This season has been extremely exciting so far, and this Saturday's game was no
exception. Both teams played a great
game, and it was Colby who struck first,
five minutes into the game. Senior captain
Kate Salottolo struck back three minutes
before halftime with her third goal in two
games. With a key play in the second half,
sophomore Sara Theide scored the winning
goal with 5:41 left in the game. Junior
Katherine Mahoney had 6 saves to secure
the win in goal for the Bantams.
Sunday afternoon was a different story
for the then unbeaten Bantams who rolled
into Lewsiton, Maine to face the Bates
College Bobcats. Sunday's match was their
third game in five days, and the traveling
took ill-affect on the team's tired legs.
Trinity took the lead early in the game
when senior captain midfielder Kate
see W. SOCCER on page 21

CHEESE PIZZA

SIDE ORDERS

14" Medium $8.99
16" Large $10.99
Additional Toppings: $1.00 on med. $1.3.0 on large

WINGS (Mild, Hot.BBQ)
MOZZARELLA STICKS
CHICKEN FINGERS
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE
FRIES
FRIES/CHEESE . . . . . . . '
ONION RINGS. . .
CINNAMON STICS , . ' . " ' "
BREAD STICKS

Bacon
Anchovies Broccoli
Eggplant
Garlic
Hamburger Cherry peppers Olivees
Mushrooms Onions
Pepperoni
Peppers
Ricotta
Sausage
Spinach
Tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA $16.99

CHIPS • • •

Additional toppings $2.00 «aph (4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASEII)

GRINDERS -..rm

. $9.00
COOKED SALAMI
$4.50
. 9.00
PASTRAMI
4.50 .
. 9.00
GENOA
4.50.
. . 9.00
HAM
4.50
TURKEY
4.5tt . . . 9.00
PEPPERONI.
4.50. . . 9.00
ROAST BEEF
4.50. . . 9.00
TUNA
4.50. . . . 9.00
COMBO (2 kinds of above) . . . . . 4.50.
.9-00
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
4.50
9.00
CHICKEN CUTLET.
4.50
9.00
9.00
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA'. ', '. '. '. '. 4.50'
9.00
VEAL PARMIGIANA
4.50
9.00
VEAL CUTLET
4.50
9.00
STEAK/CHESSE
'.
4.50'
9.00
MEATBALLS
4.50
9.00
SAUSAGE . '. '. . . . . . . . . . 4.50."
9.00
9.00
B.L.T.
".
4.50
9.00
VEGGIE/CHEESE
4.50'
9.98
ITALIAN . . . .
4.99

SALADS
CHICKEN SALAD
. . . . . ;
$6.25
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes
olives and cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD
$5.99
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
ANTIPASTO
$5,99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, qreen peppers and lettuce, Tomatoes
TUNASALAD.
$5.99
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD
• • -$5.99
Peta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers.
CAESAR SALAD
• • • $5.75
With Chicken Breast
$7.75
TOSSED SALAD. . . .Large $4.50. . Small $2.25
French, Blue Cheese, Ranch, Thousand Island, Italian,
Creamy Italian, Greek, Caesar
Extra Dressing
• • .40

DESSERT
CheeseCake
Chocolate Cake

HARTFORD

16"Whole

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE

FREE DELIVERY
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

236-2616
Fried Chicken & Seafood

Fried Shrimp
7.50
Fish & Chips
7.50
4 Pieces Fried Chicken 7.50
Served with coleslaw & French Fries

COMBO SPECIAL

Buy a Large Cheese

Large Cheese 10 Wings
(Fingers)
2 Liter Soda
Topping Extra

with one Topping and get a Second
Large Cheese for

$6.99

with any Large Cheese Pizza

Large Chesse
Pizza

FREE

$2.00 OFF

2 LITER SODA

$1.00 OFF
Medium Cheese Pizza
or 2 Cans of Soda

FREE
BM mm wuuii mm m

$2.25
$3.25

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
11:00am. TO 2:00am.

KI
1

•I

Buy 16" Giant
Grinder and Get 1 BAG
of CHIPS & 1 Can Soda

FREE

(10) . . . 5.50
(8). .
5.25
.5.25
(16")
3.25
1.99
'
, 2.99
1.99
3.99
. . . . 2,99

• . . . . . '

, .50

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
HOUSE SPECIAL . . .MED $11.99 LARGE $15.99
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions.peppers.
CHICKEN PESTO . . .MED $11.99 LARGE $14.99
Fresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce
SHRIMP P E S T O . . .MED $11.99 LARGE $14.99
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce.
WHITE PIE. . . . . . . MED $9.99 _ LARGE $11.99
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE CLAM . . . MED. $9.99 . . LARGE $11.99
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN . .MEDS11.99 LARGE$14.99
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing,
HAWAIIAN . . . . MED $11.99 . . LARGE $14.99
Pineapple and ham.

PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUCE . . . . $6.50
SPAGHETTI OR ZIT! WITH MEATBALLS . , 7.99
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUSAGE . . . 7.99
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . .7.99
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA. . . 8.95
VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
7.99
BAKED ZITI
. .7.99
STUFFED SHELLS
.7.99
MEAT RAVIOLLI
,
7.99
CHEESE RAVIOLI' . . . . . . ' . ' . . ' ' . " . '. 7.99
Includes salad and roll

Calzones ... . . . . . . . .

$5.75

Each additional item .75

IIMIJI mnm u m n»g naa IMMB MM m/a nan ran asm wan mm snaa m a mm tM

Coupon can't be combined with any other offer. Must mention coupons when ordering

BEVERAGES Coke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade, Pepsi
Snapple, Water, Oranglna, Apple Juice & Orange Juice
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Football Steamrolls Colby M. Soccer Comes
Back to Tie Colby

Bantams Take a Big First Step, Prepare for More, Williams
W I L L YANG
SPORTS EDITOR

i'rinity (1-0)
Colby (0-1)

3
0

13
0

Trinity football has a season
of high hopes and has been
patiently waiting to show the
NESCAC why they are co-champions of a season past. Last year's
record of 7-1 is the best record the
school has had since 1996, and
this year's team is hoping to create a new legacy of dominant
championship teams.
After last season, football
players took less than one month
away from the game before
returning to the weight-room and
ficldhouse to further insure that

their hunger for championships
was still alive.
The team's young core also

0
0

30
6

14
6

showed their newfound commitment to furthering Bantam football.
While Saturday's blowout
victory against Colby showed a
brilliant, destructive defense that
overwhelmed the stunned Colby
White Mules, the offense has yet
to display all of its potentiai. The
offense was average in week one
but will only need time before the
players and coaches alike correct
the subtle problems that keep the
offense from running on all cylinders.
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RB Thomas Pierandri '04 scores a touchdown.

"We had first game jitters,"
commented senior co-captain
Jared Carillo, "we need to be
more confident in what we're
doing,"
The offense's workhorses
against Colby Saturday were
Drew Finkeldey (13 carries, 98
yards) and Tom Pierandri (19 carries, 65 yards).
Pierandri, who is eighth alltime in rushing at Trinity, is back
to add to the 1,699 yards gained
in his first three seasons.
Finkeldey was most recently
a wide receiver until being asked
to change positions and utilize his
speed in the backfield.
Sophomore back Brad Davis
also contributed, scoring a touchdown on a five yard scamper
around the left corner.
The game was characterized
by long, steady offensive drives
by Trinity, which were offset by
average officiating in which two
40-plus yard receptions by junior
receiver Matt Straub were called
back, as well as an explosive 56yard
touchdown
run by
Finkeldey.
"We went out with a basic
game plan and executed," said
Carillo.
Trinity opened the floodgates
early on a 26-yard field goal by
freshman Kevin Swiniarski in the
quarter, sophomore quarterback
Erik Paisley capped an 80-yard
drive with a five-yard end zone
toss to junior receiver Joe Pugh.
After a blocked punt by
Tanner and freshman linebacker
Nile Lundgren, sophomore quarterback Josh Pitcher found junior
see DEFENSE on page 21

W. Soccer Offto a Quick
Start But Falls to Bates

WWW.TRINCOLL.eDU

Senior captain Courtney Doyle plays tough defense.
JEFFREY RHOADES

ft

SPORTS WRITER
Team chemistry for some athletes is the real reason they love
to compete. There is no lack of
team bonding when it comes to
the Bantam women.
Head Coach Mike Smith has
commented that, "This team has
some of the hardest working players I've ever had the pleasure of
coaching." That type of distinction occurs when athletes all
strive for a common goal.
With their 2-1 victory over
the Colby College White Mules

this Saturday, the Trinity
women's soccer team was 4-0.
The very explosive and talented
Bantams are looking to return to

graduation, Coach Smith has had
no problem beefing up the roster
with talent. Replacing these lost
defenders will be senior captains
Courtney Doyle and Rachael
Tracy, who should have no problem stepping it up this year to fill
the position.
Doyle was very successful
last season, posting four goals
and five assists. Rounding out
the Bantam defense are junior
Kathryn Hurley and sophomore
Sara Theide. With these four veteran defenders, Trinity will have
a very strong backfield this season.
The foreword position is also
very deep with veteran players
this season.
Senior captain
Lindsay Aquilina, junior Nicole
Mauger, and sophomore Caitlin
Buzzell were all among the
leagues top finishers last season.
Together, the trio combined for

CAT MAHER
SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity men's soccer
team is expected to have a successful season this fall. Although
the team is feeling the loss of
seven seniors, including All-New
England Morgan Sandell, there
are many talented returning players as well as promising newcomers on the roster this year.
There are eighteen letterwinners returning this fall led by
tri-captains Tim Cross, Jonathan
Gamble, and Phil Flakes (who
was first team All-NESCAC and

Doherty played well for the
Bantams with seven saves and
junior Rob Bialobrzeski scored a
goal in the first half.
The Bantams unfortunately
had trouble in their next game on
September 13 against the
Middlebury Panthers (ranked 8th
in New England, losing 3-0.
However, freshman goal
keeper Eric Wunsch did very well
in his collegiate debut with eight
saves. The whole team gave a
tremendous effort.
On Sept. 17 the men's soccer
team faced Coast Guard Academy
at home and ended in a 1-1 tie.

CHUCK PRATT

Forward Robert Bialobreski '05 makes a move.
All-New England).
Ed Mighten is entering his
14th season as head coach of the
Bantams. He has had five postseason appearances - four in the
last six years. Last year he
directed his team to an overall
record of 7-7-1.
The men played one of the
toughest schedules in the region
and did great, finishing sixth in
the NESCAC league.
Mighten, along with assistant
coaches Graham Davidson and
David Kelly, knows that his team
has the skills and understanding
of the game to do very well on
the field this year.
This year the soccer team
began its season with an exciting
2-1 overtime win against Bates
on September 7. Regulation time
ended with the score at a 1-1 tie.
Tim Cross scored a goal only five
minutes into overtime off an
assist from Jared Rubin to put the
Bantams on top.
Senior
goalie
Michael

The g
game began
wim both
g
teams playing great-defense so
that no one was able to score.
Then in the 17th minute of the
first half the Bantams scored their
first goal. Sophomore Jeff Hodge
scored this unassisted goal to give
Trinity a 1-0 lead over Coast
Guard.
This lead lasted through half
time as the men of Trinity continued to play intense defense.
Unfortunately the Coast
Guard Bears answered with a
goal in the 58th minute of the
game to bring the score to a tie at
1-1.
Both teams struggled for the
game winning goal but neither
could finish. Despite the efforts
during two overtimes neither
team could score a goal and the
game was ended in a 1-1 tie. Eric
Wunsch again did well in the
goalie position stopping eleven of
the twelve shots that he faced.
"The game was a really tough
see M. SOCCER page 21

This team has some of the hardest
working players I've ever had the pleasure of coaching." - Coach Mike Smith
the NESCAC playoffs for the
third time in a row this year.
Although the Bantams have
lost a pair of key defenders to

15 goals and 10 assists last season
in a very effective three-player
rotation. Sophomore Kristen
see W. SOCCER page 23
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CHUCK PRATT

Chris Walther '04 chases down a Coast Guard Bear.

